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Abstract 
Military engagements are continuing the movement toward automated and 
unmanned vehicles for a variety of simple and complex tasks. This allows humans to 
stay away from dangerous situations and use their skills for more difficult tasks. One 
important piece of this strategy is the use of automated path planners for unmanned 
aerial vehicles (UAVs). Current UAV operation requires multiple individuals to control 
a single plane, tying up important human resources. Often paths are planned by 
creating waypoints for a vehicle to fly through, with the intention of doing 
reconnaissance while avoiding as much danger to the plane as possible. Path 
planners often plan routes without taking into consideration the UAVʼs ability to 
perform the maneuvers required to fly the specified waypoints, instead relying upon 
them to fly as close as possible.  
This thesis presents a path planner solution incorporating vehicle mechanics to 
insure feasible flight paths. This path planner uses Particle Swarm Optimization 
(PSO) and digital pheromones to generate multiple three-dimensional flight paths for 
the operator to choose from. B-spline curves are generated using universal 
interpolation with each path waypoint representing a control point. The b-spline 
curve represents the flight path of the UAV. Each point along the curve is evaluated 
for fuel efficiency, threat avoidance, reconnaissance, terrain avoidance, and vehicle 
mechanics.  
Optimization of the flight path occurs based on operator defined performance 
vii 
 
characteristics, such as maximum threat avoidance or minimum vehicle dynamics 
cost. These performance characteristics can be defined for each unique aircraft, 
allowing the same formulation to be used for any aircraft. The vehicle mechanics 
conditions considered are pull-out, glide, climb, and steady, level, co-ordinate turns. 
Calculating the flight mechanics requires knowing the velocity and angle of the 
plane, calculated using the derivative of the point on the curve. The flight mechanics 
of the path allows the path planner to determine whether the path exceeds the 
maximum load factor (G-force), minimum velocity (stall velocity), or the minimum 
turning radius. Comparing the results between PSO Path Planner with flight 
mechanics and PSO Path Planner without flight mechanics over five scenarios 
indicates an increase in the feasibility of the returned paths. 
Visualizing the flight paths was improved by changing the original waypoint based 
visualization to a b-spline curve representation. Using b-spline curves allows for an 
accurate representation of the actual UAV flight path especially when considering 
turns. Operators no longer must create a mental representation of the flight path to 
match the waypoints.
1 
Chapter 1 – Introduction  
Military Usage of Unmanned Systems 
Military operations have begun using various types of unmanned systems for various 
tasks considered too dangerous for human operators, such as surveillance or 
disposal of improvised explosive devices (IEDs). Unmanned systems have taken 
many forms in different mediums, from ground vehicles, surface water vehicles, 
submersibles, and aerial vehicles. The push toward unmanned systems has 
involved many layers of government including the United States Congress and the 
President of the United States [1]. Unmanned systems have the potential to reduce 
the total defense cost as well as human loss, but only if they can reliably perform all 
types of combat mission either in lieu of or alongside human operators. The potential 
for these systems are widely recognized by many countries around the world. 
One type of unmanned system, Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), has shown 
potential for reliably performing all types of combat missions. For example, the 
Predator (Figure 1)[2] and the X-45 (Figure 2)[3] are currently two of the most 
commonly used UAV systems by the US 
Military. According to the Associated 
Figure 1: Predator UAV Figure 2: X-45 UAV (Boeing Phantom) 
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Press, as of January 2nd, 2008, UAVs have flown more than 500,000 mission hours, 
mostly in Iraq [4]. Between January and October, the military doubled their UAV 
usage, and consequently repositioning active pilots from the cockpit to the UAV base 
stations. Having pilots control UAVs instead of flying missions from the cockpit 
demonstrates the governmentʼs conscious recognition of the importance of UAVs in 
military operations. The Department of Defense has found that the use of UAVs in 
military operations has many possible positive implications and therefore created a 
25-year roadmap to guide the development of unmanned systems [5]. The roadmap 
outlines four specific areas for unmanned systems research: Reconnaissance and 
Surveillance, Target Identification and Designation, Counter-Mine warfare, and 
Chemical, Biological, Radiological, Nuclear, Explosive (CBRNE) Reconnaissance. 
The plan envisions a force of UAVs that are both more autonomous than current 
systems and can seamlessly integrate with both manned and unmanned forces. 
Moving from a predominately manned force to an unmanned force would shift pilots 
from controlling planes in the cockpits to supervising multiple UAVs from a military 
ground control station. This paradigm shift results in the challenge of creating a 
control station interface that is intuitive and complementary to the pilotʼs knowledge 
and experience.  
UAV Command and Control 
Currently, all UAVs used in military operations are at least partially controlled by 
ground control stations (GCS). Figure 3 illustrates a Predator GCS, which is one type 
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of unmanned vehicle control 
station used for large 
vehicles [6]. The Predator 
requires two operators for a 
single UAV, a trend seen 
across many types of UAVs. 
Controlling the Predator is 
extremely taxing on both 
operators. Therefore, 
operators are forced to switch every few hours with another pair of operators. 
Furthermore, each operator is trained for specific tasks. One operator must have full 
flight training to pilot the Predator. The other operator is trained to use the Predatorʼs 
sensors.  
Ground control stations are designed to mimic cockpits the pilotʼs are more familiar 
with. The pilotʼs interface shows the planeʼs statistics (speed, heading, altitude, etc.), 
a 2D map of the region (current position, known enemiesʼ positions, friendlyʼs 
positions). This information is standard for all planes and UAVs with the exception of 
a single camera video feed from the nose of the UAV that provides the remote pilot a 
soda straw type view of their environment. The soda straw view limits the pilotʼs 
situational awareness of the environment around them, Figure 4 [7]. Situational 
Figure 3: Predator Ground Control Station 
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awareness, the perception of 
environmental elements within a 
space, is key to a single operator 
controlling multiple UAVs 
effectively in military operations.  
The ground control station 
interface must be considered 
given the US Militaryʼs strong 
focus on expanding the unmanned force. The current interface requires constant 
control by two trained operators, with one being a flight-trained pilot. Increasing the 
UAV force would require at least two more pilots to control each UAV, thus 
increasing the need for UAV pilots. The lack of pilots is one problem with the current 
paradigm. To achieve the Department of Defenseʼs goal of many UAVs controlled by 
a single person, the whole control and interface of UAVs must be changed.  
The Air Force Research Laboratory has attempted to solve this problem by 
developing the Multi-UAV Supervisory Control Interface Technology (MUSCIT) 
shown in Figure 5 [8]. MUSCIT allows pilots to control multiple Predators by 
displaying four camera views as well as a 2D situational view of the battlefield on a 
single computer. Pilots must still face the challenge of matching individual UAV 
camera views with the correct UAV in the 2D situational view to understand what is 
happening. The soda straw view and the 2D situational view inhibit the pilotʼs ability 
Figure 4: UAV single camera view 
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to maintain situational awareness. The MUSCIT system and other similar systems 
highlight the importance of autonomy in controlling multiple UAVs. 
UAVs can make routine decisions without requiring constant operator input with 
higher levels of autonomy. The MUSCIT system is designed to control four UAVs 
simultaneously. However, if all four UAVs require the operatorʼs attention at the 
same moment, multitasking and task switching will tax the operatorʼs working 
memory and cognitive resources. Researchers have investigated working memory 
during cognitive tests and found a personʼs performance decreases as the number 
of simultaneous tasks increases [9][10][11][12]. UAVs must have a sufficient level of 
autonomy to allow the operator to focus on addressing priority tasks until lower 
priority UAV alertʼs can be addressed. The more autonomous a vehicle, the less time 
it needs to be monitored and therefore an operator can control multiple vehicles. In 
Figure 5: MUSCIT control station 
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order for the automation to be effective the operator must have some level of trust in 
its performance. Without trust, the operator will spend too much time monitoring 
specifics of the flight path, such as heading, altitude, and speed, when no 
intervention is required. However, if there is a level of trust developed between the 
operator and the automation system, the operator will be less likely to micromanage 
and intervene only when necessary [13]. In the case of path planning, the operator 
must trust the algorithm to return feasible paths or they will not use the system. 
Ideally, the operator would be provided with enough information and situational 
awareness that they would foresee when intervention is necessary with a specific 
UAV. While this would be ideal, the challenge is in designing a system that requires 
intervention at only the appropriate times. 
Path Planning 
There are many ways to make UAVs more autonomous including automated takeoff, 
automated landing, target recognition, target following, and path planning. Path 
planning is the process of calculating a travel route based on acquired information, 
such as a threat or target to investigate [14]. Autonomous path planning is vital to 
achieving the Department of Defenseʼs goal of higher UAV utilization because 
computer analysis of the data with a visual display of the options will require less 
human capital than an individual analyzing and designing new paths. In todayʼs 
battlefield of the technological age, new information about targets and threats are 
always streaming in during an engagement. Creating UAVs that can generate 
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acceptable paths to avoid threats and investigate new targets would free up the 
operator to control other aspects of the engagement and prevent unnecessary loss 
of UAVs. 
Path planning is a complex problem of finding acceptable travel paths by evaluating 
possible paths against predefined criteria, such as safety, fuel efficiency, or 
reconnaissance. Path planning is divided into two types, online or offline. Online path 
planning is the act of planning an alternate path while the UAV is flying the mission a 
threat is encountered. Online path planning is difficult to achieve because it must 
operate close to real time to be effective. Offline path planning is completed before 
the UAV leaves the ground and is often calculated on a different computer than the 
one controlling the UAV. Offline planners are often more accurate but take more time 
to calculate a desired path. While finding a path to avoid threats could be considered 
simple, such as flying great distances to avoid potential threats, an optimal path 
balancing reconnaissance, fuel efficiency, and threat avoidance is more desirable. 
Determining a single optimal path from thousands of possibilities can be 
computationally expensive even for simple path constraints. As computers become 
faster, online path planners can calculate more complex path constraints. 
Different path planners attempt to solve various issues associated with path 
planning. There is currently no complete solution to the problems associated with 
UAV integration. One problem being addressed is swarm management of multiple 
UAVs in a small area. Swarm management is important in order to avoid collisions 
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when multiple UAVs are present in the same area [15][16]. An additional issue is 
planning optimal paths, for example finding the shortest path between multiple 
waypoints. Some considerations in optimal path planning include using less fuel, 
avoiding threats, or minimizing radar cross section [17]. Researchers are currently 
exploring multiple mathematical equations, optimization methods, and optimization 
problem formulations to solve this complex system of equations, such as Genetic 
Algorithms and Particle Swarm Optimization [14][18][19][20][21][22]. Dynamic path 
planning has proven beneficial when new or uncertain information is provided 
[23][24][25]. The utilization of vehicle mechanics and dynamics are being explored to 
ensure the paths are feasible for the UAV [26][27][28].  
This research will focus on incorporating flight mechanics into an online particle 
swarm optimization path planner. The issue of planning feasible paths based on 
vehicle characteristics such as velocity, flying altitude, turning radius, and load factor 
(force on the plane) will be addressed. Path planners that utilize flight dynamics and 
mechanics often settle for a velocity range and minimum turning radius. While this 
captures some constraints of a UAV, it does not take into consideration the forces 
acting on the UAV, the effective stall velocity as a UAV turns, or the change in 
minimum turning radius based on the speed of the UAV. Without these constraints, 
path planners can yield unfeasible flight paths. 
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Optimization 
Optimization is referred to as the process of finding the best solution to a problem 
however the problem is defined [29]. In the case of path planning, optimization would 
involve finding the best feasible flight path to achieve maximum reconnaissance 
while avoiding all threats. Optimization problems seek to either minimize or 
maximize a given function within the parameters of the problem. One example of an 
optimization design space is illustrated in Figure 6 with the individual design 
variables on the x and y axes and the objective function value (F(x,y)) on the z-axis 
[30].  
The blue arc represents the objective function values across the design space. In 
this optimization problem, we want to find the maximum value of the objective 
function for this design space. The optimum value is located at the top of the dome, 
or the highest point on the z-axis. In the case of path planning, the design space 
would be the collection of all 
possible routes the UAV could 
travel, with the maximum point 
being the best possible path to take 
given a set of criteria. 
There are many different areas of 
optimization using unique 
techniques such as Newtonʼs Figure 6: Optimization design space example 
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method, hill climbing, genetic algorithms, or particle swarm optimization. Path 
planning is a multi-modal optimization problem, which means there can be multiple 
paths taken to achieve the same goals. Multi-modal optimization problems like path 
planning are often solved using heuristic methods, such as genetic algorithms (GA) 
[31], simulated annealing (SA) [32], or particle swarm optimization (PSO) [33]. 
Heuristic methods use a population of potential solutions to explore the design space 
in an attempt to find the optimal solution [34]. 
While all heuristic methods for optimization will return high-quality solutions to 
unconstrained multi-modal problems, like path planning, PSO was the most 
computationally efficient [35]. Particle swarm optimization is a popular technique that 
mimics the behavior or birds flocking or fish swimming. This technique randomly 
generates a population of particles within the design space. Consider bees collecting 
pollen, each particle would represent a bee and the design space would be a field of 
flowers. The bees are randomly placed in the field. The algorithm then moves the 
bees randomly within the field. The bees want to gather pollen, so are attracted to 
areas of the field with more pollen. Each particle (bee) can randomly pass good 
areas (pollen rich) and they can hear of the best area found by the entire swarm. 
Using their knowledge of the best area they have seen, the knowledge of best area 
found by the entire swarm, and their current traveling direction, the bee modifies its 
direction in the hopes of finding the best location. In PSO path planning, each 
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particle of the swarm represents a single possible path that could be taken by the 
UAV. Therefore the swarm is trying to find the optimal path for the UAV to travel. 
The basic PSO algorithm is outlined in Equations 1, 2, and 3. The first equation is 
the velocity vector update equation, which controls the direction the particle will 
move in the design space. The direction and velocity the particle will travel is based 
on its current velocity vector, previous best location (pBest, best position found by 
that particle), and the global best location (gBest, best position of all particles). 
Equation 2 shows how the inertial weight factor is controlled. The inertial weight 
factor controls the level of contribution from the particles current velocity vector to 
the new velocity vector. Equation 3 is the position update equation, which combines 
the particleʼs position with the new velocity to determine the particleʼs new location in 
the design space. 
!!"#$!! =   !!"#$!!"#$,! +   !!!"#$! !"#$%! −   !!+   !!!"#$! !"#$%! −   !!  
 
(1) !!"#$!! =   !!"#$!! 
 (2) !!"#$!! =   !!"#$ +   !!"#$!! (3) 
 
Swarms can also use pheromones, chemical scents, to direct the swarm in positive 
directions. Consider ants swarming food. Initially a single ant (particle) explores the 
area looking for food. When the ant finds food, it leaves a pheromone trail back to 
the nest. More ants will start to follow the pheromone trail as they come upon it. The 
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more ants follow the trail, the more ants drop pheromones on their way back to the 
nest making the pheromone trail stronger. When a better area is found the 
pheromone trail to this location dissipates due to the decrease in ants dropping 
pheromones. This process, defined as digital pheromones, can be used in Particle 
Swarm Optimization to improve swarming characteristics. 
Digital pheromones mimic natural pheromones in most respects, such as increasing 
in strength the more pheromones dropped in an area or dissipating after no 
pheromones have been dropped in a while. The original PSO formulation works well, 
but the pBest and gBest information is inefficient. Along with the original velocity 
vector formulation, digital pheromones add another velocity component directed 
toward the closest and strongest pheromone, providing a more efficient method [36]. 
 Equation 4 gives us the pheromone attraction factor (Pʼ) calculated using the 
distance between the particle and the pheromone (d) and the strength of the 
pheromone (P). The pheromone attraction factor determines which pheromone 
(TargetPheromonei), the particle will target when calculating a new velocity vector 
(Viter+i) as shown in Equation 5. The distance between the pheromone (Xpk) and the 
particle (Xk) is calculated using Equation 6, where the distance between upper and 
lower limits of the kth design variable is given as (range) and there are (k) number of 
design variables. 
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This research uses a particle swarm optimization algorithm developed at Iowa State 
University to balance three constraints, fuel efficiency, reconnaissance, and threat 
avoidance [37]. This thesis will discuss the modifications made to this algorithm 
through adding another constraint for flight mechanics. Each constraint acts as a 
cost function to push the path away from infeasible areas and toward optimal areas.  
NURBS/B-splines 
In this application we generate a smooth NURBS curve to define the path taken by a 
UAV. The waypoints the UAV flies through are treated as control points for the 
curve. By moving a single control point the flight path (the curve) can be changed. 
Non-uniform rational basis spline (NURBS) is a way to mathematically representing 
curves and surfaces in computer modeling. NURBS are becoming one of the most 
used methods for representing curves and surfaces because of their many positive 
characteristics. Designing with NURBS is considered intuitive because almost every 
tool has a geometric interpretation. NURBS algorithms are fast and numerically 
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stable. The curves and surfaces do not vary when common geometric 
transformation, such as translation, rotation, and scale, are applied [38].  
NURBS can be generated with a specific set of information, namely a list of control 
points, a knot vector, weights, and the order of the curve. Each point on the NURBS 
curve is found by computing the weighted sum of each control point. The control 
points determine the shape of the curve. The knot vector is a sequence of values 
that determine which control points affect each point on the curve. Changing the knot 
vector will change the shape of a curve while using the exact same control points. 
The order of the curve is the final information needed to define a curve. The order 
determines how many of the neighboring control points influence a point on the 
curve. The higher the order, the more control points influence the location of the 
curve point (e.g. an order of 3 will have 4 control points influencing each point on the 
curve). Using the knot vector and order of the curve, a set of basis functions can be 
generated. The point on the curve is found by multiplying the control points by their 
corresponding basis functions.  
Visualization 
Visualization is an important aspect in maintaining situational awareness, especially 
in the transition to one operator controlling multiple UAVs simultaneously. Currently, 
UAV operators can see 2D map views of the GPS location relative to the map. The 
only visual information received from the UAV is a soda straw view of what the 
UAVʼs camera sees. Figure 7 shows a typical interface with the blue icon indicating 
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the UAV and its direction [39]. The window in the upper right corner of Figure 7 
shows the UAV flight dynamics information, such as the speed, location, and 
heading. Another option for visualization is to use a virtual world to show the entire 
physical scene. The Virtual Battlespace project does this by taking terrain 
information and information about units in the area and constructing a virtual scene 
[40]. Figure 8 illustrates an example of the virtual world constructed to view UAV 
command and control. By using a virtual representation, the operator can look at the 
scene from any position and retain situational awareness. 
Figure 7: 2D UAV flight path control interface 
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There are many different ideas for how to 
approach visualization of UAV command 
and control, the most commonly used is 
a version similar to Figure 6. The U.S. 
military currently relies on multiple pilots 
to control a single UAV with large control 
stations like the example in Figure 3. To 
expand the capabilities of a single 
operator to control multiple UAVs, 
consideration must be given to the 
interface and visualization of the 
information provided to the operator. Operators must maintain situational awareness 
at all times to effectively control multiple UAVs at the same time. 
Vehicle and Fight Simulators 
Simulators are well known in many industries including manufacturing, product 
design, and training. Using sophisticated computer models to replace physical 
objects, a simulator is able to replicate the physical objectʼs capabilities and 
limitations. Simulators are currently being used for everything from manufacturing 
simulations, to racecar simulations, and flight training for pilots. Microsoft 
Corporation has been developing their “Flight Simulator” franchise for 25 years [41]. 
Flight Simulator X, shown in Figure 9, provides the user with a very realistic 
Figure 8: Virtual Battlespace project visualization 
of UAV flight paths 
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environment with accurate control models and responses. With the rapid increases 
in computational power, most driving/flying video games have basic simulators built 
into them, so the technology is becoming more accessible to everyone. Simulators 
are often used in training because they provide valuable feedback/experience to the 
user while providing a safe environment.  
The United States military uses flight simulators to train pilots because they offer a 
safe training ground for the pilots and limit the training costs of using multi-million 
dollar vehicles. Flight simulations for the military include things as easy as taking off 
and landing, to more sophisticated procedures like how to fly in battle, how to 
recover in an emergency, or how to coordinate air support with ground troops. The 
Figure 9: Microsoft's Flight Simulator X 
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goal of all path planners is to provide simulator accuracy paths in real time. 
Computational power is the limit on achieving this goal. Evaluating flight models for 
thousands of possible paths requires too much time for the dynamic planning 
required of online path planners. 
The goal of this project is to use basic vehicle flight mechanics to improve upon the 
path planning algorithm currently used. Flight mechanics will simulate basic aircraft 
flight characteristics and ensure the paths being planned are feasible for the given 
aircraft. Incorporating flight mechanics will move the path planner one step closer to 
the goal of simulator type accuracy. 
Motivation 
There has been much work done on creating autonomous path planning algorithms 
but there currently is no comprehensive solution. Path planning is broken up into two 
fundamental areas, the first being the algorithms used to generate feasible paths, 
and the second being visualizing the information to the operator in a clear manner. 
This thesis will cover both of these areas, with the focus being on the problem 
formulation of the path planner. 
One aspect of the Battlespace path planner that has not been addressed is flight 
dynamics. While the current optimization algorithms can produce feasible paths for 
the UAV to travel, there is nothing preventing infeasible paths from being generated 
with respect to the UAVʼs flight mechanics. Current path planners generate a path to 
follow and then expect the UAV to follow the path to the best of its ability. This 
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presents a problem, because the 
UAV is incapable of performing the 
flight maneuvers required to follow 
the proposed path. For example, 
Figure 10 shows threats that the UAV 
should avoid with red circles. The 
dotted line is the planned path, but 
the solid line is the actual path taken 
by the UAV because of its flight 
constraints. This example shows the necessity of including flight capabilities in the 
path planning algorithm to guarantee a feasible path. 
The second focus of the thesis will be on visualization of the information provided to 
the operator. Most interfaces for UAV command and control involve text displaying 
waypoints, speeds, headings, etc. While this works, it is not an intuitive interface that 
scales well for the model of a single operator controlling multiple UAVs. Previous 
work has been done on keeping the operator in the loop giving them a set of meta-
paths to choose from and then the specific path. Meta-Paths are groups of paths 
with similar characteristics, such as fuel efficiency or threat avoidance [42]. This 
system keeps the number behind the scenes except for the total cost of the paths 
based on the optimization criteria. One drawback to the current system is linear 
representation of the UAVs flight path. Waypoints are generated and lines are drawn 
Figure 10: The impact of including flight dynamics in 
path planning 
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between the waypoints to represent the flight path of the UAV. This representation 
allows for flight paths to be represented by 90-degree turns, something that is 
impossible. Visualizing the NURBS curve flight path allows operators to see how far 
off the linear path a UAV travels, particularly when making a turn.  
Chapter Two details a literature review of current work in the areas relevant to UAV 
command and control as presented in this thesis. Chapter Three presents the 
methods used in modifying the path planning algorithm and interface. Chapter Four 
discusses the evaluation of the modifications compared to the previous work. 
Chapter Five reviews the improvements and discusses the possible impact on the 
system as a whole. Chapter Six outlines conclusions and future work on this topic.
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Chapter 2 –Background 
As discussed in the Introduction, a wide variety of fields must be brought together to 
generate a complete path planner system. The two major areas of path planning are 
the planning algorithm itself and the visualization of that information in a clear and 
concise manner. There has been much work on the command and control of UAVs, 
this section will briefly cover the areas relevant to integrating flight mechanics. 
Topics covered will be the Virtual Battlespace environment developed at Iowa State 
University, path planning methods and algorithms, flight mechanics, and path 
visualization. 
Virtual Battlespace 
This work is building off the Virtual Battlespace, seen in Figure 11, environment and 
path planning work done at Iowa State University [14][37][40][42]. The Virtual 
Battlespace 
environment was 
started in 2000 as 
collaboration 
between Iowa State 
Universityʼs Virtual 
Reality Applications 
Center (VRAC), the 
Figure 11: Virtual Battlespace project 
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Air Force Research Labʼs Human Effectiveness Directorate, and the Iowa National 
Guardʼs 133rd Air Control Squadron. The goal was to create an immersive virtual 
reality (VR) system for distributed mission training. The Virtual Battlespace 
environment takes information about tracks, sensors, targets, and threats and 
displays them to the operator in a VR environment that consolidates the information 
into a single coherent picture of the scene that can be viewed from multiple 
perspectives and scales [40][43]. The Virtual 
Battlespace environment displays scenario 
information graphically in order to reduce the 
amount of textual information the operator 
must read. In other research, a reduction of 
textual information through graphical 
representation was found to allow the operator 
more time to focus on mission critical 
decisions [44][45]. All interaction with the 
Virtual Battlespace environment is through a Logitech Cordless RumblePad 2 
gamepad, Figure 12. 
Path Planner was specifically designed to be viewed and manipulated in an 
immersive 3D environment. Each UAV path is defined by a series of points in 3D 
space (x, y, z position) and a destination time defining when the UAV will reach a 
specific waypoint. The UAV path is then visualized in the Virtual Battlespace 
Figure 12: Logitech Cordless RumblePad 2 
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environment as a yellow fence, with each horizontal bar representing 1000 feet in 
altitude, as seen in Figure 13.  
 
The waypoints are represented as bends in the fence and the orange boxes are 
gates the UAV will fly through along its path. Unlike traditional 2D visualizations of 
the UAV flight path, there are no artificial modifications to the waypoints because 
there is a one to one mapping of the waypoint location in three-dimensional space.  
The Virtual Battlespace path planner generates multiple paths, by default fifteen 
paths, for the operator to chose from. The returned paths are optimized according to 
the criteria defined in Chapter Three. Operators can chose their best path from the 
group or they can chose to run path planner again. 
Path Planning 
Although path planning is a well researched area with many acceptable alternatives 
to creating a solution, there is currently no comprehensive solution to path planning. 
All solutions make sacrifices to solve part of the puzzle. Path planning can be done 
Figure 13: Virtual Battlespace path planner visualization of the UAV path 
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in either 2D or 3D space. Online versus offline is also a large debate with each 
having benefits. Flight dynamics can require a large amount of computations, and as 
such are often left out of path planners even though there is a benefit from including 
such information in the calculation. 
Two dimensional path planning algorithms are often used because they are simple 
to implement and the calculation speeds are faster than three dimensional. Many 
path planners accomplish this through allowing the UAV free motion in the horizontal 
direction but treat the vertical direction (altitude) as a constant [46]. Using this 
method allows ground path planning algorithms to be directly converted for use with 
UAVs. By reducing the degrees of freedom from 6 down to 4, the computational 
complexity is greatly reduced and allows for real-time path planning. 2D path 
planners lend themselves well to being visualized on a computer monitor because 
both have matching dimensionality (2D). 3D path planners require a form of 
simplification or dimensionality reduction to display the information on a 2D computer 
monitor. The drawback to this method is the gross simplification of the maneuvering 
ability of UAVs. By reducing the maneuverability of the UAVs, one of the greatest 
benefits of the UAV, flight, is ignored. 
Three dimensional path planning algorithms are very attractive because they do not 
restrict the UAVʼs movements [47][48]. While moving to the full six degrees of 
freedom, allows for more accurate movement of the UAV, it also brings with it new 
problems to address. Two of the issues associated with moving from 2D to 3D are 
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the visualization of the environment and the computational time required to plan a 
path. The Virtual Battlespace environment can help with the visualization, because it 
is designed for stereo displays and immersive system allowing for 3D interaction with 
a scene opposed to the traditional 2D computer monitors. The computational 
problem with 3D can be addressed in multiple ways, from simplifying the calculations 
to parallelizing the computations. The benefits of 3D path planning over 2D provide 
motivation to solve these problems and make a more comprehensive and accurate 
path planning algorithm. 
Offline path planners are used because they can provide more accurate paths than 
traditional online planners. Offline planners use all the situational information (UAV 
type, number of enemies, location of enemies, target locations, etc) to plan a path 
from take off to touch down before the UAV rolls onto the runway. Offline planners 
tend to be the most sophisticated algorithmically and the most accurate given certain 
constraints. They can be more sophisticated because there is no time constraint for 
generating a path. Offline planners can use complex vehicle dynamics models to 
ensure flight path feasibility [21][49]. These algorithms tend to favor accuracy over 
computational speed and as such are too slow to deal with dynamic situations where 
a UAV may need to re-plan the path in real time. 
If dynamic re-planning were desired, an online path planner would be chosen. Online 
path planners focus on algorithms capable of running in real time. These algorithms 
favor computational speed over accuracy. Speed is important because a new path 
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must be computed before the UAV reaches the unforeseen obstacle that 
necessitated the re-planning. Constraints deemed less important, such as flight 
dynamics, are often sacrificed to achieve the real time speed desired. Some path 
planners update a specific section of the UAVʼs flight path that has become 
undesirable, such as discovering a threat covering part of the path. The path planner 
identifies the waypoints of the path that are no longer desirable and re-plan those 
specific waypoints points [50]. Others are constantly updating a short distance of the 
path in front of them to achieve constant feasibility, which is crucial when following a 
target [51]. This type of path planning requires fast computation because the 
frequency of which they are updating their path. Communication lag for UAVs can be 
several seconds, restricting this method to more autonomous vehicles. Both online 
and offline path planners make significant contributions, but the most elegant 
solution would be a balance between these features (e.g. providing as much 
accuracy as possible while remaining close to real time). 
Vehicle dynamics are a critical piece of the path planning puzzle to make sure the 
paths returned are feasible for the UAV and prevents unintended drifting into 
undesirable areas. Offline path planners can take into account sophisticated vehicle 
dynamic models and simulations such as those modeled by Garza and Morelli [52]. 
The downside is the computational time necessary to calculate all possible drag 
coefficients for the UAV in varying winds. Some offline planners use only simple 
constraints such as the radius of curvature, velocity range, and altitude because 
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those are the most basic of UAV constraints [18][20][21][53]. Brintaki and Nikolos 
use a velocity range and altitude as constraints, but they modified their path planner 
formulation to use segment length and segment angle as design variables instead of 
x and y position [15]. Using this formulation they were able to constrain the turning 
radius of the path through the segment angle. They also claim better convergence 
replacing the traditional x and y waypoint location with segment length and segment 
angle. Offline path planners can use sophisticated flight dynamics, like Garza and 
Morelli, in their constraints because they are not limited in computational time. 
Instead offline planners often choose to simplify the vehicle dynamics to something 
reasonably accurate and to focus on the optimization formulation and method used. 
Online path planners for aerial vehicles sometimes use the same simplified version 
of vehicle dynamics derived from ground based vehicle dynamics. These algorithms 
assume the UAV flies only in a horizontal plane and do not consider climbing or 
descending flight paths [21][27]. By eliminating the third dimension, the algorithms 
are greatly simplified and their computational speed is thus very high. However, 
eliminating the third dimension also reduces the operability of the UAV and 
eliminates one of their strongest advantages over ground vehicles. Consider a UAV 
operating close to the ground where terrain can become an issue. If the UAV is 
traveling toward a ridge, the best path could be to fly vertically a few hundred feet to 
fly above the ridge and continue on the original path. By keeping the altitude 
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constant, the UAV may have to travel many miles from the original path to find a way 
around the ridge. 
A complete vehicle dynamics model of the UAV would provide the most realistic 
results but such calculations require greater computing power. However, there are 
some basic constraints that should always be taken into consideration when 
planning a path, such as the minimum turning radius, velocity range, altitude range, 
and the maximum load factor (force on the plane). These constraints allow accurate 
representations of UAV behavior with limited computational effort.  
One way to plan paths is to set objectives/criteria for the UAV to achieve in the cost 
function formulation. Objectives could be things like path length, avoiding threats, 
and following certain objects. Other objectives could focus on flight dynamics, such 
as minimum radius of curvature, range of velocities (stall to maximum), or 
climbing/gliding rates. Most path planners do not include flight dynamics in the cost 
function formulation, instead assuming the UAV will travel as close to the stated path 
as possible. When using optimization algorithms to generate paths, unconstrained 
problems are often used because they are easier to code and solve. Constraints, 
such as flight dynamics, can be treated as components of the cost function. By 
setting the cost of violating these constraints prohibitively high, the possibility of an 
optimal path breaking one of the constraints is effectively eliminated.  
There are many cost components used across the various forms of path planners. 
What is included in the cost function is not based on a standard but on the 
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programmer and their goals for the path planner. One example of a cost component 
is radar cross section, to improve the stealth of the path and decrease the likely 
hood of being shot down [17]. While path planners may have similar objectives, the 
cost component formulation may be very different and as such generate vastly 
different paths. There is still much work needed to find the best mathematical 
formulations of cost functions to achieve a desired path. 
Flight Dynamics and Mechanics 
Flight dynamics is the vehicle orientation of air and space vehicles in three 
directions. The angle of pitch, roll, and yaw about the vehicleʼs center of mass are 
the basis for most flight dynamics and can be seen in Figure 14. These three 
dimensions are critical to defining the flight path and forces associated with the 
vehicle. The four basic design cases for flight mechanics are, straight and level flight, 
turning, approach and landing, and takeoff. While these are the four most basic 
design cases, there are many 
ways to approach them with 
varying levels of sophistication.  
The most basic mechanics of 
flight considers the forces on an 
aircraft in equilibrium conditions 
and the responses of the aircraft 
to those forces. These equations 
Roll
Pitch
Yaw
Figure 14: Pitch, Roll, and Yaw of an aircraft 
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are generic across all types of 
aircraft and involve the most 
basic forces of Lift, Weight, 
Thrust, and Drag. The goal is to 
balance the forces on the 
aircraft, so the pairs Lift/Weight 
and Thrust/Drag are always 
equal. The forces acting on an 
aircraft are shown in Figure 15 
and show the pairing of forces 
[54][55]. Velocity is also 
important in calculating the forces when the aircraft is turning or pulling out of a dive. 
While these equations give a basic understanding of the forces acting on the aircraft, 
they do not take into consideration forces on the individual airfoils, aerodynamics, or 
systems not in equilibrium.  
More complex flight dynamics models and simulations are all built upon the basics, 
but start to incorporate more information and complexity. Dynamics models typically 
use one of two methods to describe the aircraft, either using Euler angle formulas 
(pitch, roll, yaw) or more computationally efficient quaternions [56]. These methods 
allow the representation of an aircraft in all six degrees of freedom. Incorporating 
atmospheric conditions, aircraft characteristics, and other constants such as Lift or 
Thrust Drag
W
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Figure 15: Balanced forces on an aircraft 
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Drag constants, provides a complete model with higher accuracy than the basic 
models [57]. The more complex the models are the more accurate representations of 
the aircraft flight but also the more computational power required. The trade-off 
between flight accuracy and computational efficiency becomes a serious concern, 
how accurate should the flight dynamics be to be effective enough in path planning? 
Flight simulators were some of the first software packages focusing on providing 
realism through the use of flight dynamics. Flight dynamics can be programmed 
using very sophisticated algorithms in different languages, for example MatLab, 
coordinating information specific to the aircraft to the modelʼs behavior [52]. The 
focus of simulators is primarily the training of pilots, so the more realistic the 
environment, the better the training by replicating the nuances associated with flight. 
By using non-dimensional coefficients for longitudinal, lateral, and control 
coefficients for the forces exerted on the aircraft, the computational efficiency can be 
saved while providing a more realistic training environment [26]. Flight simulators 
need to have sophisticated algorithms for simulating flight, but UAV path planning 
does not require capturing all the nuances. 
Path planning generally uses basic characteristics of flight dynamics without 
incorporating a complete model. The most common flight characteristic implemented 
in path planning is the minimum turning radius of the aircraft. This is because a 
minimum turning radius can have the greatest impact on returning feasible paths. 
Without a minimum turning radius, planes would be able to make 180-degree turns 
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instantaneously to follow a path. The basic mechanics of flight equations state that 
the minimum turning radius of a aircraft is dependent on the speed the aircraft is 
turning, assuming no slipping [55]. Most path planning algorithms do not consider 
velocity in their minimum turning radius in their calculations, instead setting a hard 
value within reason [20][21]. The banking angle of the aircraft is another flight path 
characteristic that holds value for determining radar cross section and as such, the 
pathʼs ability to keep the aircraft undetected [17].  
All aircraft have a minimum velocity they must maintain before stalling, which is an 
important flight dynamic to consider when planning a path. Similar to the stall 
velocity, all aircraft have a ceiling, or altitude they cannot climb above. Taking into 
account the ceiling is vital to planning a safe path. Path planner algorithms have 
started integrating some important basics but still lack a few critical constraints. 
Along with a stall velocity and ceiling, all aircraft have a maximum load they can 
experience before structural failure. A combination of the minimum turning radius 
and stall velocity is how the effective stall velocity of an aircraft changes with the 
speed and radius of a turn. Using equations for minimum turning radius and effective 
stall velocity the flight path can be evaluated for feasibility for a given aircraft. 
B-splines 
UAV paths are often represented using a b-spline curve, because it represents a 
smooth transition between waypoints. There are two ways to represent a b-spline 
curve, using the waypoints as control points and generating a curve, or interpolating 
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new control points so the curve 
passes through the original 
waypoints. The traditional way 
to define a b-spline curve is 
through control points, a knot 
vector, and a degree. All three 
components are used to 
generate points on a curve. The downside for path planning is that the curve only 
touches the end points of the curve, and not any of the other waypoints as shown in 
Figure 16. Inaccurate paths are created when the waypoints are used as control 
points of the b-spline curve. 
Equation 7 describes pth-degree b-spline curve where Pi are the control points and 
Ni,p(u) are the pth-degree b-spline basis functions defined on the non-periodic knot 
vector (U) from 0 to 1. The basis functions can be defined in a number of ways, 
divided differences of truncated power functions, blossoming, and a recurrence 
formula. The recurrence formula is the most useful for computer implementation and 
what is described in Equations 8 and 9. U is the knot vector, ui are the knots, and the 
basis functions are defined by Ni,p where N is the ith b-spline basis function of p-
degree [38]. 
! ! =    !!,! ! !!!!!!  (7) 
Figure 16: B-spline representation with control points (P) 
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The other option is to interpolate a new set of control points that generate a path, 
which passes through the original waypoints. The Q points in Figure 17 are the 
original control points for the b-spline, and the R points are the new interpolated 
control points to generate the solid b-spline curve traveling through the original Q 
control points. There are multiple techniques used for interpolating a b-spline using 
different parameterizations such as uniform length, chord length approximation, 
centripetal, and universal [38][58][59]. All involve different ways to interpolate new 
control points, with some more prevalent to having the curve wrap around itself or 
different ways to interpolate the derivatives at the end points. Uniform length, chord 
Figure 17: Interpolated B-Spline representation 
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length approximation, and centripetal interpolation determine the parameters of the 
curve before defining a knot vector. Universal parameterization generates a 
uniformly spaced knot vector and computes the parameters from the knot vector. 
Chapter 3 will cover universal parameterization in more depth, including equations 
and how it was utilized in the Virtual Battlespace Project. 
Path Visualization 
Visualization is a critical aspect of path panning that is often overlooked to place 
more focus on the algorithms used to plan the optimal path. Path visualization is the 
connection between operator and vehicle, and as such is vital to successful 
navigation in hazardous areas. Visualization will become more important as the 
military continues pressing for a single operator to control multiple UAVs. Effective 
visualization methods allow the operators to maintain awareness of all UAVs while 
controlling one specific vehicle. Most path planners use 2D interfaces for displaying 
UAV paths, which limits the true versatility of the UAVs. 
Currently, most path planner interfaces focus on displaying information in 2D. This 
makes sense when the majority of the path planners hold the altitude constant, 
effectively eliminating the third dimension [60]. Some interfaces take the third 
dimension and display them in a second 2D window [61]. Figure 18 is an example of 
this split screen technique. The top graph is a top down view of the environment and 
displays the vehicleʼs heading and path. The bottom graph illustrates the altitude of 
the vehicle at any given time during the path. While this technique presents the third 
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dimension, it can be 
confusing to relate the 
vehicleʼs position from 
the top graph with the 
altitude in the bottom 
graph.  
A common way to do 3D 
visualization of path 
planning involves 
establishing a single isometric view of the engagement zone [62]. Figure 19 is the 
isometric view type interface. This view gives the operator a better idea of height, 
specifically in relationship to the terrain. The drawback to this interface is the lack of 
interaction with the view. Once the isometric view is set, the operator cannot rotate 
views or interact with 
the scene to get a 
better view.  
All the previous 
interfaces display a 
single optimized path 
that the vehicle will 
take. Path planners are 
Figure 18: 2D path planner displaying altitude 
Figure 19: 3D path planner showing isometric view 
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not stable enough to completely rely on for planning missions autonomously. This 
requires a human to be in the loop for decision-making. A human operator wants to 
see multiple optimal paths to choose the best choice, making the path visualization 
more important than in fully autonomous path planners. Unfortunately, while 
visualization is more important for human in the loop path planners, the visualization 
techniques are still primitive. Figure 20 shows a path planner for dynamic 
environments that allows the operator to 
select between two alternate paths [19]. 
Another alternate is to give the operator 
varying degrees of aggressiveness for the 
alternate plans to choose from for each 
obstacle [22]. 
One 3D approach to visualization of 
alternate paths is to group paths with 
similar characteristics, such as fuel 
efficiency, threat avoidance, or 
reconnaissance, into a single “meta-path.” By grouping paths with similar 
characteristics, the operator can choose what type of path they would like to choose, 
e.g. a fuel efficient path, and then select the specific path. Figure 21 shows “meta-
paths” and their use in a 3D environment, with each surface color representing a 
different group of path characteristics [42]. The drawback to this interface is the use 
Figure 20: 2D path planner showing alternate 
paths 
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of linear interpolation between UAV waypoints. This method does not show the 
curved path taken by a UAV to make turns or pull out of a dive. 
Non-Uniform Rational b-splines or NURBS are well accepted representations for 
surface modeling that have been used in the CAD and Modeling industries for years. 
NURBS are the preferred method of representing curves and surface information 
because surfaces can be generated using few control points and because they are 
weighted, they can represent any geometry exactly. Visualizing the flight path as a b-
spline curve would provide the operator with a more realistic flight path taken by the 
UAV through the specified waypoints. 
  
Figure 21: Virtual Battlespace meta-paths visualization 
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Summary of Path Planner Research 
Path planners cover a wide range of research issues from optimization to 
visualization. The main focus of path planners has been on the optimization 
algorithm. Current path planners use information such as threat locations and terrain 
information to plan paths, but they do not consider basic flight mechanics to ensure 
feasible paths. Flight simulators have been using sophisticated dynamics models for 
planes for many years. These dynamics models are very accurate at capturing the 
nuances of the planeʼs flight mechanics.  
Most path planning algorithms have not yet started integrating flight dynamics into 
their calculations because of the computational resources required. Most offline path 
planners do not integrate advanced flight dynamics, even with the added 
computational time afforded them, because the flight models are overly complex for 
path planning. The most advanced flight dynamics implemented in online path 
planners are constants, such as a minimum turning radius, a maximum altitude, and 
a speed range that can be traveled by an aircraft. While these characteristics are 
helpful in generating a more feasible path, things like the minimum turning radius 
and the effective stall velocity change as the aircraft moves. 
The next issue comes in visualizing the flight path of the aircraft. Currently, 2D 
visualizations of the engagement zone are the preferred method, with the altitude of 
the aircraft being held constant. Some 3D path planners are using multiple viewing 
positions to allow the operator to see the scene in 3D. 3D viewing helps immerse the 
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operator in the scene because the aircraft is no longer constrained to a single 
altitude, but can move in the virtual world the same way it can move in the real 
world. Other visualization issues come into play when trying to convey dynamics 
information to the operator.  
Research Issues 
Based on the conclusions drawn from the literature review, two research issues have 
been identified: 
1. Improve the cost function by incorporating flight mechanics to provide feasible 
paths. 
The optimization cost function was improved through the incorporation of 
flight mechanics to provide a more accurate representation of the UAVʼs 
capabilities. Basic flight mechanics equations relating to the force exerted on 
the aircraft, the effective stall velocity, altitude constraints, and the minimum 
turning radius as a function of speed were used to provide feasible paths in 
close to real time. 
2. Develop a visualization strategy to more accurately display the aircraftʼs flight 
path. 
Having the human in the loop requires providing the operator with 
visualizations to keep situational awareness at all times. Creating a more 
accurate representation of the flight path using b-spline curves will allow 
operators to react quickly and analyze paths with greater efficiency.
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Chapter 3 – Method Development 
Previous Work 
Original Algorithm 
The general approach for path planning is defined in Figure 22. The base algorithm 
was modified to enhance the fidelity of the simulation and to explore other 
visualization methods. 
These enhancements 
are the work presented 
in this thesis, not the 
original base algorithm. 
This work builds upon 
the platform of the 
Virtual Battlespace 
environment for UAV 
path planning and 
battlefield command 
and control. 
 
 
Figure 22: Virtual Battlespace's path planning flowchart 
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The path planner starts when a UAV identifies something in the environment that 
requires a new path, such as a SAM site threat. When the UAV determines a new 
path is needed, Virtual Battlespace prompts the operator with an alert. The alert is 
designed to allow an operator to control multiple UAVs in the same environment 
while ensuring any events requiring operator intervention do not go unnoticed. The 
operator then determines whether they wish to ignore the alert and have the UAV 
continue on course or investigate the alert for a new path. Once the operator 
determines an investigation is necessary, they select to move into Virtual 
Battlespaceʼs path planning mode.  
The first step in the path planning process is to determine the starting and ending 
locations for the alternate path segment. This is done by projecting the location of 
the UAV a set time in the future from the time the user decides to investigate the 
alert (by default 30 seconds). The lead-time is the amount of time the operator has to 
run the path planner and choose a new path before the UAV encounters a threat. 
The ending location is determined by simply stepping along the original path until a 
location is reached that falls outside of a threat. This location is deemed safe and 
selected as the end point for the new path segment.  
Next, the waypoints along the original path segment being re-planned must be set as 
reconnaissance targets. This makes sure the path planner will plan a new route 
close to the original path, so any reconnaissance targets the UAV was originally 
tasked to investigate, defined by the waypoints, will still be investigated. The path 
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planner must now determine threats to avoid with the new path. Entities close to the 
original path are evaluated and classified as either a threat or an ally. Both enemies 
and allies must be avoided, enemies because they are threats and allies because of 
potential crash hazards.  
All of this information, start point, end point, reconnaissance targets, and threat 
locations, are then fed to the PSO path planner. The PSO algorithm takes the data 
and generates alternate paths based on user-defined objectives and returns the 
results in the form of visualized paths in the Virtual Battlespace environment. Path 
generation and visualization are decoupled allowing research on both the 
optimization algorithm and the visualization methods independently. Work on the 
optimization algorithm will be presented first, followed by the visualization 
techniques. 
Figure 23 shows a simplified 2D illustration of the 3D threat avoidance problem. The 
green line represents the 
original UAV path. The 
big red circle represents a 
threat zone (also referred 
to as threat domes). The 
black dot in the middle of 
the red circle is the threat 
location (ZT), for example Figure 23: Threat avoidance represented in 2D 
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an enemy SAM site. The two smaller blue circles represent the reconnaissance 
zones the UAV must fly through to complete its mission, with locations centered at 
ZR. The curved purple line is the alternate path that avoids the threat zones and 
passes through the reconnaissance zones. 
The path planning process will begin because the green path passes through an 
expected threat zone, triggering an alert. The operator must then select to 
investigate the alert, initializing the path planning process. The green endpoints are 
defined as the start and stop points for the new path segment with the original path 
points between those two points acting as reconnaissance points (ZR). From these 
points, the path planner will initialize a 3D design space to search for an optimal 
path. The design space must be properly sized to allow efficient operation of the 
PSO algorithm. A design space too small would limit the chances of finding a truly 
optimal solution, while a design space too large would increase the computational 
time to finding an optimal solution. 
This simplified 2D version of the 3D path planner problem, illustrates the goal of 
finding a path that can avoid threat zones while still traveling through the 
reconnaissance zones. The purple line is a representation of a solution the path 
planner might generate to meet these objectives. PSO was chosen because of its 
ability to find a compromise between objectives as it searches for an optimal path. 
For example, PSO can rank more fuel efficient paths as more optimal if the user 
determines that objective to be more important than reconnaissance or safety. 
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Original Particle Swarm Optimization Problem Formulation 
Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) emulates the actions of bugs swarming around 
food in a mathematical algorithm, with the food representing optimal designs. PSO 
begins by randomly initializing swarm members throughout the design space. In this 
case, the design space consists of all possible combinations of waypoint positions 
(x, y, z coordinates) to make a single path within the given constraints. The waypoint 
locations are the design variables. Each member of the swarm represents a single 
path generated by the path planner, i.e. a set of waypoints for the UAV to follow. 
Each path is modeled using b-splines to generate smooth curves between 
waypoints. The size of the swarm is the number of paths computed in parallel at a 
given time. The swarm size is user defined, with the tradeoffs of more swarm 
members requiring more calculations per cycle versus a smaller swarm size being 
calculated faster each cycle, but may take more time to completely explore the 
design space, if at all. The optimal path is calculated as the smallest cost function 
value of all swarm members. 
Paths with the lower computed total cost, are considered more optimal than paths 
with a higher total cost in this planner. The total cost of the path is determined by a 
set of cost functions to quantify the pathʼs ability to meet certain criteria, such as fuel 
efficiency, threat avoidance, reconnaissance, or flight mechanics. Calculating the 
total cost requires dividing the b-spline flight path into segments. Two points, a start 
and end point, with their own x, y, and z positions, represent each segment. The 
paths can be broken into any desired number of segments, but there is a tradeoff, 
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with more segments the accuracy of the path increases, but the computational time 
also increases. 
Once the path has been broken into segments, we can evaluate the pathʼs cost 
value to determine where it ranks in relationship to the other swarm members. The 
cost value is a calculated number signifying the ability of the individual path to meet 
the user specified objectives, such as threat avoidance. The optimization cost 
function is a combination of all user defined objectives expressed in mathematical 
form. Four objectives were considered in the original formulation of this path planner, 
fuel efficiency (CF), reconnaissance (CR), threat avoidance (CT), and terrain collision 
avoidance (T). The combination of these objectives into a single optimization cost 
function is: 
! = !!!! +   !!!! +   !!!! + ! (10) 
K1, K2, K3, in Equation 10 are constants referred to as the component weights, which 
determine the relative emphasis each objective has on the total cost of each path. 
The component weights can be changed or shifted by the operator based on 
personal preference or mission specific requirements, for example placing more 
emphasis on reconnaissance to make sure the UAV sees the target even if the 
vehicle might be at a greater risk for being shot down. Component weights are set 
between 0 and 1, with a component sum of 1 when all components are added 
together. PSO finds the optimal path solution by adjusting the design variable, the 
waypoints, until the total cost of the path is the lowest it can return for the design 
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space. The original cost function formulation [14] and subsequent modifications [37] 
will be discussed. 
Re-initialize Swarm Members 
One drawback to the traditional PSO path planner method is that the top few paths 
returned by the algorithm will be very similar. For most cases of PSO this is desired 
to find the global best solution. However with path planning, there can be a variety of 
solutions that could produce a similarly acceptable solution. The problem is then how 
to tell the algorithm to generate a more diverse set of solution paths. An approach is 
to tell path planner to re-initialize swarm members that are similar enough (as 
defined below) to be considered the same basic path. To do this, path planner 
checks all paths against the gBest and the paths that are functionally identical are 
re-initialized. This prevents the algorithm from returning all similar paths and it forces 
the exploration of the entire design space. 
Equation 11 is the first step in the re-initialization process, where the swarm member 
n, (fitnessn) is evaluated against the global best, gBest fitness (fitnessgBest). If the 
difference is less than the user defined value CV (for this algorithm CV = 0.99) then 
the path is considered unique and the swarm member remains unchanged. If the 
difference is greater than CV the path needs to be evaluated further to determine if 
the path is unique based on the 3D position, as shown in Equations 12 and 13. To 
measure the distance between the 3D positions in space, the algorithm steps 
through the segments of both the path n and the global best gBest. The square of 
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the distance between segment i on path n at location [n(xi), n(yi), n(zi)] in 3D space 
and the corresponding segment i on the global best, gBest, is denoted by pn (also in 
3D space) is computed and summed over all N path segments and denoted at DN. If 
the separation, DN, is less than the user defined tolerance, Cl, the paths n and gBest 
are considered functionally identical and the swarm member is reinitialized. If the 
separation, DN, is greater than the user defined tolerance, Cl, then nothing is done to 
the swarm member. 
! =    !"#$!"#$% !"#$%&&!!"#$%&&!"!"#   <   !!!"#$%&&!!"#$%&&!"#$%   ≥   !! (11) 
!! =    !!"#$% !! −   !! !! ! +  !!!! !!"#$% !! −   !! !! !+    !!"#$% !! −   !! !! ! (12) 
! =    !"#$!"#$% !!   <   !!!!   ≥   !! (13) 
Fuel Efficiency Cost Component 
Fuel efficiency cost component, CF, is currently determined solely using the length of 
the UAV path and does not take into consideration any flight dynamics or 
environmental constraints. Estimating fuel efficiency based only on the path length is 
a rough approximation. The fuel efficiency cost component, CF, is defined as the 
extra distance traveled if the UAV takes the alternate path compared to the original. 
Equation 14 shows how to sum up the segments of both the original path and the 
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proposed path. The path length, L, is the sum of path nʼs line segments p(ui). L0 is 
the sum of all line segments comprising the original path, thus the distance the UAV 
would have traveled before re-tasking. To eliminate the possibility of having a 
negative fuel efficiency cost component as well as balance the fuel efficiency cost 
with the other cost functions, the cost was made linear with a minimum value of 10.  
!! = 10 !!! , ! =    ! !!!! − ! !!!!!!!!  (14) 
 
Reconnaissance Cost Component 
The second cost component is reconnaissance. It is assumed that the initial pathʼs 
waypoints are ideal reconnaissance and the areas around the waypoints are 
acceptable, but the reconnaissance degrades the further the UAV gets from the 
original waypoints. It is also accepted that reconnaissance is possible from farther 
locations, as long as the UAV has 
a clear line of sight and viewing 
angle. Figure 24 shows how the 
viewing angle and distance relate 
to a UAVʼs ability to perform 
reconnaissance.  
The reconnaissance cost 
component is defined by two Figure 24: Reconnaissance diagram 
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values, the distance from the target, and the direction. Equation 15 calculates the 
distance of the UAV from each segment of the path p(ui) and the reconnaissance 
zone, ZR. The distance is then scaled by the reconnaissance targetʼs radius, RR. The 
second component, the direction is shown in Equation 16. For each reconnaissance 
target the minimum distance and direction for any path segment p(ui) is found, 
shown in Equation 17. The summed minimum value is scaled by ten over the 
number of reconnaissance targets NR, as shown in Equation 18, to produce the 
reconnaissance cost component. 
! ! !! ,!! =   !"#$%&'(  !"#$""%  !"#$%&  ! !!   !"#  !!!!  (15) 
!! =    tan!! !!"#$,!!!"#$,!  (16) 
!! = !"# !! + ! ! !! ,!! , ! = 1,2,… ,! , ! = 1,2,… ,!! 
(17) 
!! =    10!!    !!!!!!!  (18) 
Threat Avoidance Cost Component 
The third cost component of the path planner is threat avoidance. To determine the 
threat avoidance cost, the distance between the UAV and the threat must be 
determined to identify if the UAV has breached the threat zone, Equation 19. The 
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distance between UAV and threat is DTj, and the radius of the threat zone is RT. To 
reflect threat zones being more dangerous the closer to the center, a non-linear 
approximation was used, Equation 20. The cost, Ci,j, is evaluated for each path 
segment. All segment cost values are then summed and scaled by the number of 
threat zones. If the UAV never breaches a threat zone the segment cost values 
would all be 0, but the total threat avoidance cost component, CT, would be 10 
because of the added constant. This is done to ensure the threat avoidance cost 
component is the same value as the rest of the cost components. 
! ! !! ,!! =    !!−    !"#$%&'(  !"#$""%  !"#$%  ! !!   !"#  !ℎ!"#$  !!  (19) 
!! = 10+    1!! !!,!!!!!!!!!!   ,        !!,! =    1−   
!!,!!!0
!!,!   <   !!
!!,!   ≥   !! (20) 
Terrain Collision Avoidance Cost Component 
Terrain collision avoidance must be considered to insure paths do not travel through 
the terrain. The large cost, approximately 10 times that of the other three 
components, associated with violating the terrain boundary makes returning paths 
that violate the terrain boundary unlikely. Determining the terrain collision avoidance 
cost begins with determining the distance (altitude) between the UAV and the 
defined floor, in this case 500 meters. Once distances have been calculated 
Equation 21 shows the resulting cost. If the distance is greater than the minimum 
safe distance, in this case 500, there is no cost associated. If the distance indicates 
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the UAV has breached the terrain boundary, a cost of 1000 is added to the cost 
formulation. 
! =    !!!!!!     ,        !! =    1000,                              ℎ!   ≤   0                    0,                                        ℎ!   > 500            (21) 
B-splines 
To evaluate the pathʼs of UAVs there must first be a set of positions (path) to 
evaluate. The UAVʼs path is represented by Non-Uniform Rational B-splines 
(NURBS). NURBS have become the desired tool for representing geometric 
information in computer processing. They allow all types of geometry to be 
represented, whether curves or surfaces, and can be stored in small data sets 
comprised of control points (Pi(u)), degree (k – 1), and a knot vector (U). Points on 
the b-spline curve are defined by n+1 control points, the degree	  (k	  -­‐	  1),	  and	  a	  set	  of	  
recursively	  generated	  Berstein basis functions (Ni,k(u)) . Equation 22 shows the 
relationship between the control points, degree, and basis functions. The Berstein 
basis functions are generated using Equations 23 and 24. 
! ! =    !!!!,!(!)!!!!  (22) 
!!,! ! = 10         !" !!   ≤   !   ≤   !!!!!"ℎ!"#$%!  (23) 
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!!,! ! =    ! − ! !!,!!!(!)!!!!!! −   !! +    !!!! − ! !!!!,!!!(!)!!!! −   !!!!  (24) 
 
While b-splines have many characteristics we find desirable in a path, the one 
weakness in terms of path planning is that the curve does not pass through the 
control points. This is not a problem for most types of geometric applications, but can 
be a problem for UAV path planning. For example, waypoints define where the UAV 
must go. If waypoints were used to generate the UAVʼs curved path, the paths 
generated rarely are one that travels through the waypoints. To alleviate this 
problem b-spline interpolation can be used. B-spline interpolation can be called b-
spline curve fitting because it attempts to fit a curve to the set of control points, in 
this case waypoints, given. This process is mostly reverse engineering, where a 
curve is approximated to fit the data given and generating a new set of control points 
for that curve. The ideal interpolation would provide curves that mimic the original 
shape of the vertex-based model accurately, have minimal distortions, and be stable 
enough to accommodate higher order polynomials.  
Visualizing flight paths to operators is important for efficient decision making. 
Visualizing UAV flight paths using b-splines provides the benefits of a smooth, 
accurate, and realistic representation of the path. Using b-spline interpolation allows 
for flight paths that travel through the desired waypoints, improving on the current 
linear interpolation method currently employed.  
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There are many different methods used to interpolate b-spline curves, uniformly 
spaced, chord length approximation, centripetal, and universal, but all use the same 
four steps. Calculate a knot vector and select the parameter “u”, the normalized 
parameter ranging between 0 and 1. Calculate the Basis Matrix. Solve for control 
points. Perform b-spline approximation. The difference in the interpolation methods 
is in the first step of calculating the appropriate parametric “u” values. 
The universal method of b-spline interpolation was selected for this application 
because of the stability provided. This method is known to produce small wiggles 
when there is an adjacent long chord. However, long chords do not have bulges, as 
seen in other interpolations like chord length. The advantages of universal 
interpolation outweigh the disadvantages because UAV paths are generally 
composed of long chords [58].  
This project focuses on utilizing flight aspects of the UAVs to allow the path planner 
to return flyable paths to the user. To calculate these flight mechanics, the position 
and velocity of the UAV at a given moment along the flight path are evaluated. 
Velocity is the derivative of a point on the curve, which can be calculated using 
recursive b-spline algorithms.  
Equation 25 represents the calculation of the kth derivative of C(u) given by !! !  
[38]. For any point on the curve (!) the derivative (!! ! ) can be computed using the 
kth derivative basis functions and a set of control points (!!). This allows us to 
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calculate the instantaneous velocity, magnitude and direction, of the UAV at any 
point along the path. 
!! ! =    !!,!! ! !!!!!!  (25) 
Formulation of Vehicle Mechanics Equations 
Integrating vehicle mechanics into the path planning problem formulation is 
imperative to making sure the planned paths are feasible for flight for the UAVs. 
There are many flight models available that model the flight characteristics of 
individual planes. These models are useful for flight simulators, because pilots are 
trained continuously on a single aircraft. Path planners must be broader in 
functionality than simulators, because they must be able to model and plan paths for 
multiple aircraft. Therefore the calculation must be universal to all aircraft. 
This research focused on finding calculations that would provide enough accuracy to 
model the UAV flight characteristics while being computationally efficient. The 
calculations must be broad enough to encompass all different types of aircraft with 
minimal configuration of the model. Load factor (G-force) and stall velocity were 
chosen as the aircraft characteristics to optimize because all aircraft have these 
constraints. Path planning for new aircraft would require specifying characteristics 
attainable from manufacturing specifications, such as load factor, stall velocity, and 
maximum velocity. Computational efficiency is an important consideration when 
designing an online path planner, because it must be close to real time. First order 
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flight mechanics equations (velocity) are powerful enough to give accurate results 
without being overly complicated. Second order calculations (acceleration) provide 
more accurate models but are more complicated and require extra computational 
power. Based on the current level of flight characteristics seen in path planners, it 
was determined that second order equations would not add significantly to the 
results. Clancy provides a series of equations for flight mechanics that meet the 
desired requirements and were implemented in this path planner [55]. The basic 
equations are: 
1. Pull-outs 
2. Climbing 
3. Gliding 
4. Steady, Level, Co-ordinate Turn 
Pull-outs 
Pull-outs occur when an aircraft is diving along a vertical path and must maneuver to 
recover from the dive and regain a level or climbing flight. The flight path of a pull-out 
will be a vertical curve but not always circular. However, if the flight path is assumed 
to be circular, the maximum possible force experienced by the aircraft along any 
point of the dive can be calculated instead. The same equations can be used if the 
aircraft is flying erect, i.e. not upside down, where the aircraft will experience 
negative forces.  
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Figure 25 shows the 
free body diagram 
depicting a vertical 
trajectory pulling out of 
a dive. W is the weight 
of the aircraft, V is the 
velocity, L is the lift 
force on the aircraft, R 
is the radius of the 
path, and θ is the angle 
from vertical. An aircraft flying erect would look similar with everything flipped across 
the horizontal axis, with Lift still pointing up and weight still pointing down. To 
calculate the load factor (n) experienced by the aircraft, based on Clancyʼs 
Equations 26 and 27, the following variables must be known: velocity (V), weight 
(W), radius of path (R), gravitational constant (g), and the angle from vertical (θ). 
Theta (θ) will be between 0 and 90 degrees, with 0 being the bottom of the path with 
the aircraft flying horizontally and 90 being an aircraft in a completely vertical dive. 
! =    !!!" +   cos! ! (26) ! =    !! (27) 
 
W
V
L W
L
R
θ
θ
Figure 25: Pull-out condition free body diagram 
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Climbing 
Climbing is the act of an aircraft climbing vertically into the sky. This is a flight 
maneuver common across all aircraft. Clancyʼs equations deal with a straight path 
with a constant inclined angle. The forces acting on the aircraft, seen in Figure 26, 
consist of Lift (L) normal to the flight path, thrust (T) and drag (D) parallel to the path, 
and weight (W) acting in a vertical downward direction. The aircraft is climbing at an 
angle of γ. The aircraft velocity (V) is along the flight path with the climbing velocity 
(Vc) in the 
vertical 
direction. 
Using Equation 
28 the resulting 
forces 
experienced by 
the aircraft as 
well as the climbing velocity can be calculated. Lift is another flight mechanics 
characteristic that is crucial when generating alternate paths in the path planner. Lift 
(L) is calculated by using the climbing angle (γ) and the weight of the aircraft, 
considering our system is in equilibrium the forces must balance. The Lift is then 
converted into a constraint useful to the path planner, load factor (n) calculated using 
Equation 27. 
γ
L
T
D
W
V Vc
Figure 26: Climbing condition free body diagram 
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! =! cos ! (28) ! =    !! (27) 
Gliding 
Gliding is similar to climbing, but done in the opposite direction. Steady glide is a 
descent without engine power along a straight path. Figure 27 shows the free body 
diagram of the glide maneuver. The glide angle (γ) is the angle of the flight path 
relative to horizontal. The aircraft experiences slightly different forces than climbing, 
because there is no thrust component. The aircraft experiences Lift (L) perpendicular 
to the flight path, Drag (D) parallel to the flight path, and Weight (W) vertically 
downward. The sinking speed (Vs) is the vertical component of speed defining how 
quickly the aircraft is moving in the vertical direction expressed through Equation 29. 
Equation 28 shows how to relate the Weight (W) of the aircraft to the lift force (L). 
Similar to the climbing relationship, the weight and lift are related by the glide angle 
(γ). Since the 
aircraft is in steady 
state, the weight 
and lift forces must 
balance. The lift 
must then be 
D
γW
L
V
Vs
Figure 27: Gliding condition free body diagram 
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converted to the load factor (n) using Equation 27, to use as a path planner 
constraint. 
! =! cos ! (28) ! =    !! (27) !! = ! sin !	   (29) 
Steady, Level, Co-ordinate Turn 
The steady, level, co-ordinate turn is an idealized condition for aircraft turning where 
the aircraft experiences no sideslipping. A co-ordinate turn is by definition a turn 
without sideslip. This type of turn is a good approximation for aircraft turning and is 
aerodynamically the most efficient way to make a level turn. Path planners that use a 
minimum turning radius in their calculations, set a constant value the aircraft cannot 
exceed. However this is a simplification of a turning condition, where the minimum 
turning radius changes with the speed of the aircraft. The stall speed of an aircraft 
also changes when turning requiring the minimum flight speed to be altered for a 
safe flight path.  
Figure 28 shows the free body diagram for the steady, level, co-ordinate turn 
condition. The circle in the center is the aircraft with the black lines at an angle 
representing the wings. The weight (W) is in the vertical downward direction, lift force 
(L) is still normal to the flight path, which is now rotated by the angle of bank (φ) from 
vertical. The angle of bank denotes the rotation of the aircraft around the roll axis 
from horizontal. 
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Equation 30 represents 
the relationship 
between the weight (W) 
of the aircraft and the lift 
force (L) experienced 
by the aircraft in a 
steady, level, co-
ordinate turn. The 
unknown in the relationship is the angle of bank of the aircraft (φ). Equation 31 
relates the lift (L), the bank angle (φ), with the velocity (V) and the turn radius (R). To 
calculate the lift experienced by the aircraft, both Equations 30 and 31 must be 
solved simultaneously, with the result shown in Equation 32. Once the lift has been 
calculated, the load factor (n) can be calculated using Equation 27. With the known 
stall velocity for the aircraft and the newly calculated load factor, Equation 33 can be 
used to find the effective stall velocity for the current turn. 
! = ! cos! (30) ! sin! =    !!!"! (31) 
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L
Figure 28: Steady, level, co-ordinate turn free body diagram 
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Solved Simultaneously: 
! =! 1cos tan!! !!!"  (32) ! =    !! (27) !!"#$$ =   !! ! 
	   (33) 
 
The four flight mechanics equations described above require a few bits of 
information to solve. The aircraftʼs position, velocity, and turn radius are required at 
every point along the flight path. The weight of the aircraft is also required for most 
calculations. Once the four flight mechanics equations are calculated, the path 
planner needs to determine if the path is feasible. The maximum load factor and stall 
velocity are two constraints consistent with all airplanes and will be used to 
determine if the paths are feasible. 
The position and velocity of the aircraft were calculated using the equations describe 
in the section “B-splines.” The turn radius was calculated using the position on the 
curve, the next point on the curve, and the first derivative. Figure 29 shows how two 
positions and a derivative can be used to calculate the turning radius. The flight path 
of the aircraft is represented by the curve at the top of Figure 29. The current aircraft 
position is represented by the dot on the left side of the path and the next location on 
the path is represented by the dot on the right side. Vector V represents the 
derivative of the aircraftʼs position. A cord is drawn between the beginning and 
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ending point on the curve. The cord is bisected giving lengths of l. The angle φ can 
be determined by calculating the difference between the horizontal cord and the 
derivative vector V. Drawing a line perpendicular to the vector V and intersecting 
with a perpendicular line located a length of l from the first point on the curve, 
represents the center of a circle. From here, trigonometry can be used to calculate 
the hypotenuse of the triangle, which is the radius of the curve R.  
Changes to Optimization Formulation 
Evaluating the flight mechanics of the flight paths requires modifying the original 
optimization formulation. The original formula evaluated fuel efficiency, 
reconnaissance, and safety. By changing the constants, K1, K2, K3, it was possible to 
return paths focusing on a certain characteristic. For example, if K1 is set to 0.9, K2 is 
set to 0.05, and K3 is set to 0.05, the returned path will be more fuel-efficient. The 
terrain cost was utilized in the problem formulation differently. Instead of using a 
constant to balance terrain violation with the other constraints, the terrain violation 
added a large cost to the overall cost value. Using this technique, violations of the 
terrain were essentially eliminated. Flight characteristics should operate in a similar 
fashion because violating the maximum load factor could result in structural failure to 
the vehicle. Equation 34 shows the modification to the original optimization 
formulation. The flight mechanics cost (F) was added to the end of the equation to 
provide a cost every time the flight mechanics equations were violated. 
! = !!!! +   !!!! +   !!!! + !  + ! (34) 
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The value of F was calculated by evaluating the characteristics of each individual 
flight path for violation in altitude, velocity, turning radius, and load factor. All four 
flight mechanics conditions were evaluated, pull out, glide, climb, and level turning, 
for every point along the flight path. Once the load factor was determined for the 
path, Equation 35 was used to create the load factor cost. The load factor was 
evaluated for every point along the path with !"#$%#&'"(! representing the load 
factor for a single point on the flight path and !"#$ representing the total number of 
points on the flight path. 
!"#$%#&'"()"*'= 0                                            , !"#$%#&'"(! < !"#$%"&'"()%*!"#$%#&'"(!!"#$%"&'"()%*            , !"#$%#&'"( ≥ !"#$%"&'"()%*
!"#$
!!!  (35) 
 
The stall velocity is another important flight characteristic that must be considered 
when creating feasible paths. All aircraft have a stall velocity associated with their 
design and payload. When an aircraft turns, the effective stall velocity goes up. This 
requires an aircraft to travel at a higher rate of speed to avoid stalling. Every point 
along the flight path was evaluated to determine if the instantaneous velocity 
dropped below this effective stall velocity. If the instantaneous velocity (!"#$%&'(!) 
drops below the effective stall velocity (!""!#$%&!'$())!), a cost of 5.0 is added. 
Equation 36 shows the summation of all stall velocity constraints into a single cost 
function (!"#$$%&$'()"*+',"). Each point on the path must be evaluated and added 
together to get the total cost remembering that the !""!#$%&!'$())! changes for each 
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point on the path depending on the turn radius. Equation 37 was similarly formatted 
and represents the cost for violating the maximum altitude (!"#$%&) capable of 
being flown by the specified aircraft. The altitude of the aircraft was compared at 
every point along the flight path (!"#$#%&'!) and summed to determine the total cost. 
!"#$$%&$'()"*+'," = 5.0, !"#$%&'(! ≤ !""!#$%&!'$())!0.0, !"#$%&'(! > !""!#$%&!'$())!!"#$!!!  (36) 
!"#$%&'&()*+,-& = 0.0, !"#$#%&'! ≤ !"#$%&5.0, !"#$#%&'! > !"#$%&!"#$!!! 	   (37) 
All three flight characteristic costs are then summed to determine the total flight 
mechanics cost for the flight path (F). The magnitude of F should be between 0 and 
100 to match magnitudes with the other cost in the optimization problem formulation. 
Equation 38 shows the addition of all flight components to arrive at the total cost for 
the flight path. 
! =   !"#$%#&'"()"*' +   !"#$$%&$'()"*+'," +   !"#$%&'&()*+,-& (38) 
 
Visualization of Vehicle Dynamics in 3D 
With an acceptable path calculated, the path must now be visualized to the operator. 
The “Path Visualization” section discusses all the different methods explored for 
displaying paths. Since Battlespace is designed for interaction in an immersive 
system, a 3D method of visualization is needed.  
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Originally Battlespaceʼs visualization of the UAV flight paths was waypoint centric. 
All flight path information is displayed to the operator in terms of waypoints. Figure 8 
and 13 shows the original visualization of the flight path as a yellow fence. The fence 
is comprised of alternating yellow and transparent horizontal bars. Each horizontal 
bar is used to display the height of the UAV as well as the direction, with each bar 
representing 1,000ft of altitude. The flight path itself is visualized by drawing the 
fence directly between 
two waypoints. 
The alternate paths 
returned by PSO Path 
Planner are also 
visualized with the green 
path lines in Figure 29. 
The waypoints can be 
found by looking for 
sharp turns in the path itself. Alternate paths are visualized the same way as the 
actual (yellow) path, but drawing a straight line between the two waypoints.  
Representing UAV flight paths by connecting straight lines between the waypoints is 
an efficient method of visualizing the paths. While this technique is efficient, it does 
not accurately depict the UAV path through those waypoints. Most path planers 
create a set of waypoints for the UAV to follow with the assumption that the aircraft 
Figure 29: Original visualization of alternate paths 
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follows the waypoints 
as close as possible. 
Figure 30 shows a 2D 
representation of the 
original flight path 
visualization and the 
new b-spline 
interpolation flight path. 
The pink dots represent 
the waypoints given to a UAV to follow. The red line represents the original flight 
path visualization techniques where a straight path is drawn between two adjacent 
waypoints. The green line represents a NURBS path interpolated through the given 
waypoints using universal interpolation as described in the “B-splines” section.  
The Figure 30 illustrates how much the NURBS flight path can vary compared to the 
traditional linear flight path visualization. NURBS representations can vary 
depending on the degree of the NURBS curve. The higher the degree, the less 
impact an individual waypoint would have on the flight path. The higher degree 
would translate into a flight path with fewer turns. A lower degree curve provides 
allows each waypoint to have more control of the path, allowing sharper turns in the 
path. 
Figure 30: 2D representation of difference between original visualization 
and B-spline interpolation 
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NURBS allow a more accurate representation of the UAV flight path by eliminating 
the large differences in flight path location visualized in Figure 30. The NURBS 
representation more accurately depicts the looping motion taken by a UAV to travel 
the given waypoints. Visualizing the path using this technique helps cut down on the 
amount of the path an operator must construct in their mind. This also prevents the 
operator from accidentally selecting a path traveling through a threat when the linear 
representation shows the flight path avoiding the threat. 
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Chapter 4 – Results and Evaluation 
Changes to the path generation method, cost function improvements, and 
visualization changes were evaluated to determine the potential benefits to UAV 
path planning and operator interaction. Both quantitative and qualitative methods 
were used to determine if the research goals were achieved. The research goals 
were improving the cost function by incorporating flight mechanics to provide 
feasible paths and developing a visualization strategy to accurately display the flight 
path. Both of these goals need to be achieved at close to real time to maintain the 
online path planner functionality. 
To evaluate the impact of flight mechanics, five scenarios were created, each 
involving varying numbers and types of threats. Scenarios are a set of waypoints for 
the UAV to travel with the path traveling near or through areas with threats such as 
SAM sites or enemy fighters. The UAV traveled different routes (waypoints) and 
encountered different types of threats (ground or air) depending on the scenario.  
 Each scenario was run four times for the original path planner and four times for the 
new path planner with flight mechanics. The numerical results for the individual cost 
components and the total cost were recorded and compared to determine the 
impact. The paths were visually inspected to qualitatively determine the benefits of 
visualizing the curved path versus traditional waypoints. Paths were considered 
feasible if all sharp turns in the path were eliminated. Infeasible or sharp turns would 
be a set of waypoints creating an acute angle. Ideally, paths containing sharp turns 
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would be completely eliminated, however if PSO Path Planner does not find any 
feasible paths based on the flight mechanics cost, paths may be returned with 
infeasible or sharp turns. 
Scenarios 
The scenarios are chosen to represent a variety of possible situations UAVs could 
face in the act of duty. The scenarios contain an increasing level of complexity 
starting with a single ground threat, moving up to the most complex scenario with 
two ground threats and one air threat. The scenarios are summarized in Table 1. 
Table 1: List of evaluation scenarios 
Scenario Description 
1 One Ground Threat 
2 One Ground Threat 
3 One Aerial Threat 
4 One Ground and One Aerial Threat 
5 Two Ground and One Aerial Threat 
 
Scenarios 1 and 2 are very similar and can be visualized by Figure 31 showing the 
flight path of the UAV, represented by the yellow fence, traveling through the threat 
zone of a SAM site. There is also a waypoint positioned inside the threat zone, which 
the UAV will attempt to perform reconnaissance on. The differences between 
Scenario 1 and 2 are the position of the ground threat and the initial path taken by 
the UAV. Scenario 3 is similar to Scenarios 1 and 2, except the threat is airborne 
instead of ground based. An airborne threat provides the UAV path planner more 
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options to avoid a threat because the UAV can go under the threat. Figure 32 shows 
Scenario 3 with both the UAV (bottom of image) and the airborne threat (top of 
image). The path planner must account for performing reconnaissance on the 
waypoints in the vicinity of the threat. 
  
  
Scenarios 4 and 5 combine the potential for both ground and aerial threats. These 
two scenarios are designed to be more complex and challenge the path planner. 
Scenario 4 is visualized in Figure 33 with one ground threat and one aerial threat. 
The path planner must take into consideration the reconnaissance needing to be 
performed on the waypoints along the initial path. The ground threat will be identified 
first, but the aerial threat will also need to be considered because it is within range of 
the original path. Scenario 5, depicted in Figure 34, has two ground threats and one 
Figure 31: Scenario 2, with one ground threat Figure 32: Scenario 3, with one aerial threat 
UAV 
Ground 
UAV 
Air 
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aerial threat with their own distinct threat zones. Reconnaissance is needed on two 
waypoints along the initial path. 
  
  
Each scenario presents different challenges to the path planner depending on the 
type of threats and the number of threats. Air threats limit the altitude for alternate 
paths compared to the ground threats, but also provide the ability to travel 
underneath the threat. The more threats in a scenario the more maneuvering the 
aircraft must do to avoid all the threats and consequently the greater the possibility 
for violating flight constraints. 
UAV Flight Specifications  
To evaluate the flight mechanics component of the path planner, a suitable aircraft 
must be defined. The flexibility provided by the flight mechanics equations allows 
Figure 33: Scenario 4, with one ground 
and one aerial threat 
Figure 34: Scenario 5, with two ground threats 
and one aerial threat 
UAV 
Ground 
Ground 
Air 
UAV 
Ground 
Air 
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them to be used for all types of aircraft. The weight, maximum load factor, stall 
velocity, and maximum altitude are required for this application. While most of this 
information is readily available to the public, the maximum load factor is not, so an 
approximation is required for this evaluation. An unmanned vehicleʼs maximum load 
factor is determined by the structural limits of the vehicle and not the limitations of 
the pilot. The structural limitations of UAVs could be considered proprietary 
information and could explain why the information was not publically available. 
Information was found for two different aircraft, the Boeing X-45 and the General 
Atomics MQ-1 Predator. Due to information not being readily available for a single 
UAV the information found for these two vehicles was combined to provided an 
approximate model of a UAV. 
The fully loaded weight of a Boeing X-45 is 5528 kilograms (kg) [63]. The stall 
velocity for the MQ-1 Predator is 100 kilometers per hour (km/hr) [64]. The maximum 
altitude for the X-45 is 10,670 meters (m) [63]. An approximation of 6 meters per 
second squared (m/s2) or 6 standard gravities (g) was used for the maximum load 
factor based on approximation of the maximum load factor for fighter pilots (~10g) 
and the types of long range missions UAVs typically fly. The UAV specifications 
used in the evaluation are summarized in Table 2. 
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Table 2: UAV aircraft specifications for evaluation 
Value  Specification 
5528 kg  Weight 
100 km/hr  Stall Velocity 
10,670 m Maximum Altitude 
6.0 g Maximum Load Factor (g-force) 
 
Testing Parameters 
PSO Path Planner runs a separate optimization problem to generate each group of 
five paths. By changing the component weights in Equation 10 and 34 (K1, K2, K3) 
each separate optimization run can focus on fuel efficiency, threat avoidance, or 
reconnaissance. Table 3 gives the breakdowns of the component weights and how 
they were balanced for each path type. 
Table 3: Component weights 
Path Type  Fuel Weight, 
K1 
Recon Weight, 
K2 
Threat Weight, 
K3 
Fuel Efficient 0.90 0.05 0.05 
Reconnaissance 0.05 0.90 0.05 
Threat 
Avoidance 
0.05 0.05 0.90 
 
To establish a baseline for comparison, all five scenarios were run first using the 
original problem formulation (Equation 10) without the added flight mechanics 
component. PSO path planning was performed four times for each scenario with 
each run producing fifteen alternate paths.  
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To evaluate the results of adding flight mechanics to the path planner, all five 
scenarios were run using the modified problem formulation (Equation 34) that 
includes the flight mechanics component. PSO path planning was performed four 
times for each scenario, generating 15 unique paths on each run. The difference 
between these paths and the baseline paths are the added flight mechanics 
component, which applies a cost any time the flight path exceeds the load factor, 
altitude, or velocity constraints. This component acts similar to the terrain 
component, where the flight paths may violate the constraint, but a large cost 
reduces the probability of a flight constraint violation. 
The fifteen paths for each run were broken into three path types (fuel efficient, 
reconnaissance, safety) as seen in Table 3 with 5 paths in each of the three groups. 
Each of the fifteen paths were broken down into the individual components (fuel, 
threat, recon, terrain, flight mechanics) and evaluated. Breaking the total cost up into 
the individual components allows for better comparison of the interactions between 
characteristics of the paths. Determining how flight mechanics affects the individual 
components is important to understanding the gains from this method. The total cost 
provides overall gains but does not explain where the true benefits are.  
PSO Path Planner Results 
The paths are evaluated quantitatively by comparing the component costs of each 
path generated between the original PSO Path Planner and the new PSO Path 
Planner with flight mechanics. The total costs of the paths are expected to increase 
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slightly due to adding another constraint, the flight mechanics. The paths are 
evaluated qualitatively by inspecting the resulting paths and determining whether the 
paths look feasible and accurate. Visually, the paths should be smoother with no 
sharp turns or sharp dives to avoid an obstacle. 
For example, Scenario 2 was first run using the original PSO Path Planner 
optimization formulation, Equation 10. This scenario was composed of a single 
ground threat along the original path of the UAV. Figure 35 shows a side view of 
Scenario 2 and Figure 36, shows a top down view of the same scenario. The original 
path planner was run, with the top five results being recorded for each of the three 
conditions (fuel efficient, threat avoidance, and reconnaissance). The paths were 
visually inspected to determine the feasibility of the paths. After recording the results, 
the new version of PSO Path Planner, with the flight mechanics equations, was run 
for comparison. 
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Figure 37 visually shows the results of the original Path Planner formulation without 
the flight mechanics component. The paths produced accomplish the goal of 
avoiding the threats by planning paths outside or near the outside of the threat 
zones. The reconnaissance and fuel objectives are also met, as seen by the paths 
staying close to the original path. At no time does the path travel through the terrain 
causing a terrain cost. However, the paths are being generated with sharp turns and 
in one case, the flight path makes a series of sharp turns and cross itself. These 
paths could be considered unfeasible due to their sharp turns. 
Figure 38 shows the results of the new PSO Path Planner with flight mechanics. 
Visually the paths appear similar to the original problem formulation with the path 
location around the side of the threat. The reconnaissance and fuel goals are both 
met by planning paths close to the original path, nor is the terrain violated. The 
Figure 35: Scenario 2 side view Figure 36: Scenario 2 top view 
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difference is noticeable in the lack of sharp turns. All the paths shown have obtuse 
angles, which indicate more gradual turns. 
 
 
 
 
 
Trends similar to the results described above are seen in all five scenarios. Both the 
original PSO Path Planner and the new PSO Path Planner with flight mechanics 
achieve their goals. The three main constraints (fuel, recon, safety) were met while 
satisfying the new flight mechanics constraint. The major difference between the two 
types of PSO Path Planner is the decrease in the sharpness of the turns in all three 
dimensions.  
The components composing the total cost of each path were also recorded to 
quantitatively compare the results of both versions of the PSO Path Planner. 
Through comparison of these components, the impact of the flight mechanics on the 
Figure 37: Original PSO Path Planner results Figure 38: PSO Path Planner with flight 
mechanics 
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types of paths returned can be determined. The component costs break down for all 
15 paths (5 fuel, 5 reconnaissance, 5 safety) for the original PSO Path Planner are 
shown in Table 4 and the results from the new PSO Path Planner with flight 
mechanics are in Table 5. Remember that smaller numbers represent a smaller cost 
and are therefore better. Both the original and the new path planner were run four 
times for each scenario. Table 4 and 5 were selected as a representative example of 
the results. The original PSO Path Planner calculated the flight mechanics cost 
component for each path for comparison purposes. The flight mechanics cost 
component was not applied to the total cost nor was it a factor in solving the 
optimization problem. 
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Table 4: Breakdown of component costs for Scenario 2 Run 1 without flight mechanics 
Path 1 2 3 4 5 
Run 1  Fuel = 90% 
Total Cost 11.122 11.169 11.221 11.251 11.255 
Fuel 10.132 10.052 10.081 10.112 10.044 
Recon 24.010 25.024 27.023 26.083 28.968 
Safety 16.050 17.430 15.945 16.922 15.352 
Terrain 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Flight 
Mechanics 
29.005 21.000 26.006 22.036 23.000 
Path 6 7 8 9 10 
 Recon = 90% 
Total Cost 25.771 28.473 28.610 28.661 28.756 
Fuel 12.064 9.978 10.512 10.437 10.728 
Recon 26.855 30.187 30.204 30.223 30.428 
Safety 19.965 16.125 18.020 18.784 16.685 
Terrain 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Flight 
Mechanics 
23.393 45.006 44.408 47.177 35.747 
Path 11 12 13 14 15 
 Safety = 90% 
Total Cost 11.770 11.792 11.922 12.011 12.170 
Fuel 10.007 10.101 10.166 10.251 10.065 
Recon 45.387 45.742 48.263 49.976 45.132 
Safety 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.456 
Terrain 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Flight 
Mechanics 
33.004 49.070 23.012 27.045 47.076 
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Table 5: Breakdown of component costs for Scenario 2 Run 5 with flight mechanics 
Path 1 2 3 4 5 
Run 5 Fuel = 90% 
Total Cost 11.310 11.395 11.455 11.481 11.486 
Fuel 10.431 10.380 10.296 10.613 10.560 
Recon 25.921 28.165 31.719 26.605 27.017 
Safety 12.512 12.906 12.055 11.989 12.615 
Terrain 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Flight 
Mechanics 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Path 6 7 8 9 10 
 Recon = 90% 
Total Cost 33.523 34.333 39.595 41.289 41.396 
Fuel 14.271 13.158 15.533 13.479 14.254 
Recon 26.217 36.796 33.658 31.794 44.481 
Safety 12.397 11.174 12.909 11.566 13.017 
Terrain 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Flight 
Mechanics 
8.594 0.000 7.881 11.423 0.000 
Path 11 12 13 14 15 
 Safety = 90% 
Total Cost 11.868 11.924 12.044 12.066 12.095 
Fuel 11.419 10.858 11.348 11.825 11.298 
Recon 45.932 47.615 49.527 49.502 50.595 
Safety 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 10.000 
Terrain 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Flight 
Mechanics 
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
 
Table 4 and 5 represent two individual runs, one for the original path planner and 
one for the new path planner. The data collected in the table represents the total 
cost and breakdowns of the total cost component being evaluated by PSO. 
The “Total Cost” is the overall cost of the path chosen, including the fuel, 
reconnaissance, safety, and terrain cost. In the case of the fuel efficient paths, the 
fuel cost component makes up 90% of the “Total Cost”. The other two components, 
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reconnaissance and safety, equally comprised the other 10%. The values in the 
table are the cost components before any scaling, multiplying fuel by 0.9, and 
summing to the total cost component. The “Flight Mechanics” rows indicate the 
evaluated flight mechanics cost associated with the given paths. 
The terrain components of both the original and the new path planner are zero for all 
returned paths. This confirms what was inspected visually, that all paths were 
feasible and above the terrain. The “Total Costs” between the original paths and the 
new paths are different, but there is a noticeable increase across the board for these 
two runs when comparing the same types of paths together (e.g. original fuel 
efficient paths with new fuel efficient paths). The largest change is in the “Flight 
Mechanics” cost component, where the original path planner returned paths in the 
range of 20-50. This cost is calculated using the flight mechanics equations but is 
not applied to the total cost. This value indicates the level of which the returned 
paths are infeasible in terms of the flight constraints. The new path planner with flight 
mechanics included in the optimization problem formulation returns paths with “Flight 
Mechanics” cost in the range of 0-10. This indicates the original path planner was 
returning infeasible paths to the operator in the case of these two runs. 
The original PSO Path Planner was ran four times with the total cost being averaged 
for the three dominant variables, shown in Table 6. The new PSO Path Planner with 
flight mechanics was also ran four times averaging the total cost for the three 
dominant variables. The average total cost for both the original and new path 
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planner was compared to determine the percentage increase in total cost when 
considering flight mechanics. Remember a smaller total cost is better. 
Table 6: Average Total Cost values for Scenario 2 
Dominant 
Variable 
Total Cost w/o  
Flight Mechanics 
Total Cost w/ 
Flight Mechanics 
 
% Increase 
Fuel 11.033 12.118 9.83% 
Recon 29.711 42.856 44.24% 
Safety 11.960 14.127 18.11% 
 
The data for Scenario 2 shows an increase in the total cost of the path when flight 
mechanics are included in the optimization problem formulation. There is a smaller 
increase in the total cost with paths focused on fuel efficiency. The largest increase 
at 40% was observed for paths weighted for reconnaissance. This indicates that 
there is a greater impact of flight mechanics on reconnaissance.  
The increase to the reconnaissance cost comes from the flight mechanics 
restrictions on sharp turns. The reconnaissance cost is lowest when the flight path 
travels through all waypoints. Limiting the UAVs ability to make sharp, often 
infeasible, turns limits the UAVʼs ability to travel within close proximity to the 
waypoints. Consequently the reconnaissance cost increases. The other two 
components, fuel and safety, are not affected by the restrictions imposed by flight 
mechanics on sharp turns because those components do not benefit from this ability.  
Table 7 presents a breakdown of all the components of the total cost, which 
determines where the majority of the costs were accrued. The first column of Table 7 
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breaks down the top fifteen paths by the dominant variable – which variable makes 
up 90% of the total cost function. Reminder, smaller numbers are better. 
Table 7: Average totals for eight runs of Scenario 2 for three different types of paths 
     Without Flight Mech   With Flight Mech % Increase 
Dominant 
Variable 
Avg 
Fuel 
Avg 
Recon 
Avg 
Safety 
Avg 
Fuel 
Avg 
Recon 
Avg 
Safety 
Avg 
FM 
Avg 
Fuel 
Avg 
Recon 
Avg 
Safety 
Fuel 9.99 25.82 15.09 10.60 32.02 12.49 0.00 6.20% 24.01% -17.29% 
Recon 13.49 31.32 16.95 16.95 38.06 16.01 6.95 25.64% 21.52% -5.53% 
Safety 11.24 46.76 10.07 13.56 56.31 10.56 1.13 20.71% 20.41% 4.89% 
 
It is important to focus on the cells that match the dominant variables with the 
corresponding components, i.e. a dominant fuel variable with the average fuel 
component for the paths returned. These are the dominant values making up 90% of 
the total cost. Increases of 6.20%, 21.52%, and 4.89% are witnessed in the three 
dominant variables. Increases in these three key areas indicate incorporating flight 
mechanics in the cost function increases the total cost compared to the original path 
planner.  
Table 7 shows a decrease in the safety component cost for the other two dominant 
variables (fuel and reconnaissance). This indicates the safety of the path improves 
when flight mechanics is included in the problem formulation. An improvement in 
safety is a desirable solution, however the cause of this improvement is not directly 
attributed to the flight mechanics. The focus component, either fuel or 
reconnaissance, has the most weight and is the component being optimized. The 
component with the most weight has the ability to overpower the other components 
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in an attempt to optimize the focus componentʼs constraints. Even with a decrease in 
the safety cost, the total cost increases for these paths. It can therefore be 
concluded that including flight mechanics will not guarantee an increase in safety.  
Five Scenarios with Individual Components 
Determining the effects of flight mechanics in PSO Path Planner requires a 
comparison of multiple scenarios. Scenarios 1-5 were chosen to challenge PSO 
Path Planner with varying levels of difficulty through combinations of ground and air 
threats. Evaluating the results for all five scenarios allows conclusions to be made 
for the impact of flight mechanics on the paths generated by PSO Path Planner. 
Comparing the changes in individual components allows conclusions to be drawn 
about how flight mechanics affects the path planner. Specifically, how does it affect 
fuel, reconnaissance, and safety costs? Comparing the total costs of paths from 
Scenarios 1-5 provides compelling evidence that flight mechanics enhances the 
paths generated by ensuring feasibility. 
The comparison in Table 8 reveals a significant increase in the cost component 
values of the returned paths when flight mechanics are considered by as much as 
20%. Remember that smaller numbers are better. With flight mechanics considered 
almost all paths returned exhibit no cost or a negligible cost for flight mechanics 
indicating the paths returned satisfy the load factor, velocity, and altitude constraints 
defined. Given that the flight mechanics paths return negligible cost for flight 
mechanics and an increase in the individual cost components (fuel, recon, safety), it 
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can be concluded that the original paths returned were not feasible with regards to 
flight constraints. 
Table 8: Average total cost of all five scenarios considering three types of paths, 8 runs each 
Scenario1 Without FM With FM % Increase 
Dominant 
Variable 
Avg 
Fuel 
Avg 
Recon 
Avg 
Safety 
Avg 
Fuel 
Avg 
Recon 
Avg 
Safety 
Avg 
FM 
Avg  
Fuel 
Avg 
Recon 
Avg 
Safety 
Fuel 10.23 27.39 21.58 10.81 28.75 17.21 0.05 5.63% 4.94% -20.25% 
Recon 12.64 24.48 22.18 14.84 26.17 14.39 0.00 17.44% 6.88% -35.11% 
Safety 12.04 29.43 10.09 12.76 33.76 10.09 0.00 6.04% 14.73% -0.06% 
Scenario2       
Fuel 9.99 25.82 15.09 10.60 32.02 12.49 0.00 6.20% 24.01% -17.29% 
Recon 13.49 31.32 16.95 16.95 38.06 16.01 6.95 25.64% 21.52% -5.53% 
Safety 11.24 46.76 10.07 13.56 56.31 10.56 1.13 20.71% 20.41% 4.89% 
Scenario3       
Fuel 10.09 33.55 30.08 10.19 28.19 30.26 0.00 1.04% -15.96% 0.58% 
Recon 12.98 30.38 34.67 11.55 30.38 31.73 0.00 -10.97% 0.00% -8.47% 
Safety 13.96 95.00 13.19 14.52 104.16 14.98 0.22 3.98% 9.64% 13.55% 
Scenario4       
Fuel 10.56 32.38 19.83 10.81 36.84 17.82 0.00 2.35% 13.79% -10.16% 
Recon 11.09 34.51 19.29 11.09 38.86 17.43 0.00 0.03% 12.63% -9.62% 
Safety 11.64 53.84 10.00 11.65 54.78 10.32 0.00 0.07% 1.75% 3.20% 
Scenario5       
Fuel 10.66 37.67 19.20 10.57 38.45 18.74 0.00 -0.89% 2.08% -2.42% 
Recon 10.38 32.85 20.19 11.06 40.10 17.60 0.00 6.53% 22.07% -12.84% 
Safety 11.40 58.79 10.00 11.23 54.93 10.00 0.00 -1.49% -6.57% 0.00% 
           Total Avg       
Fuel 10.30 31.36 21.16 10.60 32.85 19.30 0.01 2.87% 5.77% -9.91% 
Recon 12.12 30.71 22.65 13.10 34.71 19.43 1.39 7.73% 12.62% -14.32% 
Safety 12.05 56.76 10.67 12.74 60.79 11.19 0.27 5.86% 7.99% 4.32% 
 
Once again there are anomalies in the table showing a decrease in the cost 
component specifically in regards to safety, indicating the paths returned were safer 
when including flight mechanics in the problem formulation. Most of these occur 
when safety is not the dominant variable for the path. These results are misleading 
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because the component is such a small component of the total cost. The reason for 
this is inherent in the optimization method itself. During the optimization process, the 
path planner will tend to optimize the dominant variable while still giving some 
preference to the other non-dominant variables. In this case, when either fuel 
efficiency or reconnaissance is the dominant variable, safety will not be of high 
priority, thus generating paths that are inside the threat zone. However, in optimizing 
the paths for these dominant variables, the original path planner also inadvertently 
generated some paths that are infeasible and impossible for a UAV to fly.  
With flight mechanics introduced into the problem formulation as another constraint, 
the generated paths will be smoother with little to no sharp turns. This limits how 
close the newly generated paths can be to the original waypoints, reducing the 
potential for reconnaissance. Conversely, these changes will force the UAV to be 
further away from the threat, thus improving safety.  
Five Scenarios Total Cost 
Table 9 compares the average total cost for all scenarios tested to determine the 
overall impact of flight mechanics on the total cost of the path, reminder that smaller 
numbers are better. All components of the path (fuel, recon, safety, terrain, flight 
mechanics) are summed to arrive at a total cost of the path and averaged over all 
trials of a scenario. Comparing the total cost for the original PSO Path Planner and 
the new PSO Path Planner with flight mechanics will reveal whether the original path 
planner was returning feasible paths. 
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Table 9: Average total cost for three types of paths comparing with 
flight mechanics and without flight mechanics 
Dominant 
Variable  
Avg Fit w/o 
FM 
Avg Fit w/ FM % Increase 
Scenario1       
Fuel 11.659 12.079 3.60% 
Recon 23.774 25.055 5.39% 
Safety 11.158 11.406 2.22% 
Scenario2       
Fuel 11.033 12.118 9.83% 
Recon 29.711 42.856 44.24% 
Safety 11.960 14.127 18.11% 
Scenario3       
Fuel 12.260 12.095 -1.34% 
Recon 31.801 29.506 -7.22% 
Safety 17.317 19.632 13.37% 
Scenario4       
Fuel 12.112 12.461 2.88% 
Recon 32.576 36.404 11.75% 
Safety 12.274 12.609 2.73% 
Scenario5       
Fuel 12.439 12.371 -0.55% 
Recon 31.096 37.525 20.67% 
Safety 12.509 12.308 -1.61% 
    Avg Total    
Fuel 11.900 12.225 2.72% 
Recon 29.791 34.269 15.03% 
Safety 13.044 14.016 7.46% 
 
A general increase in the total cost of the paths is observed with the largest increase 
occurring in Scenario 2 with an increase of 44%. Some decreases in cost values 
were noted as well. Most were negligible changes of 1% or less, but Scenario 3 saw 
the reconnaissance paths decrease by 7%. This decrease can be attributed to the 
randomness that is inherent in PSO generating different results for the same 
problem every time it is run. With more trials of the same scenarios, the total cost 
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increases are expected to disappear. This is partially shown in the totals for all five 
scenarios, where there is an increase across all three types of paths. 
Of particular importance is the relative magnitude of the changes for the three types 
of paths (fuel, recon, and safety). The changes seen in fuel efficiency and safety are 
both relatively small, on average 3% and 7% respectively. The changes seen in the 
reconnaissance paths are relatively large with an average increase of 15%. It can be 
concluded that flight mechanics has the largest impact on the reconnaissance factor 
of the paths, due to reconnaissance attempting to fly as close to targets as possible. 
This was often accomplished in the original path planner by making sharp turns in 
the flight path to move toward the target and then back way. Flight mechanics 
requires smoother turns, limiting the ease of which reconnaissance paths could be 
generated. 
Real time path planning is desirable but not feasible for the evaluation of hundreds of 
alternative paths to find an optimal. All scenarios performed path planning at close to 
real time (approximately 5 seconds on average). The close to real time speed prove 
that basic flight mechanics can be incorporated into path planning without sacrificing 
computational time. As computer hardware advances, the amount of time required 
for path planning will go down and approach real time. 
Path Visualization Results 
Visually it is important to represent the paths to the operator in a clean and efficient 
manner for evaluation and selection. The original path planner returned paths with 
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linear interpolations between waypoints, as shown in Figure 39. While this method is 
efficient, it does not accurately represent the actual UAV path. The waypoints are 
chosen as equally spaced points along the b-spline curve calculated by PSO Path 
Planner. The new waypoints are not areas of interest nor do they denote 
characteristics of the flight path, such as a turning point. 
Following the path exactly is impossible because it would require the UAV to make a 
physically impossible turn. The UAV instead follows a path close to the 
representation while traveling through the specified waypoints. Traveling through the 
waypoints and staying close to the defined path requires the UAV to navigate away 
from the path in order to provide enough room to make the required turn. Operators 
must reconstruct this path in their mind to understand the exact path the UAV will 
take. This process is mentally taxing as well as error prone due to operators making 
Figure 39: Original path planner visualization of alternate paths 
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assumptions about how the UAV will navigate the waypoints, such as when and how 
the UAV will turn.  
B-spline interpolation allows for a smooth and accurate path representation that can 
account for the turning abilities of the UAV. Figure 40 shows the results of using a b-
spline to represent the UAV flight path. Using universal interpolation, a b-spline 
representation of the UAV fight path is created using areas of interest as control 
points the path must travel through. The interpolation technique accounts for turns 
requiring a UAV to navigate away from the desired path in order to accommodate 
the UAVʼs minimum turn radius. A smooth path traveling through all the waypoints is 
generated. This representation is a more accurate representation of the path the 
Figure 40: New path planner visualization of alternate path using B-Spline curves 
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UAV can fly than the linear interpolation of waypoints. 
Visualizing the flight path as a b-spline curve saves the operator time and mental 
capacity by eliminating the need to mentally construct the UAV flight path from a 
series of waypoints. The representation more accurately represents the flight path of 
the UAV, which would benefit the operator and reduce the errors associated with 
mentally constructing the path. Reducing the number of tasks an operator must 
consciously think about can improve decision making and create a better operational 
environment.  
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Chapter 5 – Conclusions and Future Work 
There were two primary goals of this research: to integrate flight mechanics 
equations into PSO Path Planner and create a better visualization of the flight paths. 
Changes to the path planner and the visualization of the flight paths provided both 
benefits and challenges. The benefits include improving the feasibility of the paths 
as well as the accuracy of the visualization. The challenges include eliminating all 
infeasible paths and increasing the fidelity of the flight models themselves. 
PSO Path Planner Modifications 
One limitation of this method is the flight characteristics are simplified for 
computational speed. The results prove that including flight characteristics in path 
planning impacts the feasibility of the paths. However, the models being used are 
greatly simplified from an aircraftʼs true performance characteristics. These models 
do not consider things such as side slip occurring when an aircraft makes a sharp 
turn. There are no considerations for thrust or drag. All of these things would provide 
a more complete model of the aircrafts flight characteristics and provide paths 
representing the complete flight capabilities of the aircraft. 
The flight mechanics equations are used because they are computationally efficient 
but they do not yet allow path planning in real time because hundreds of paths must 
be evaluated to find an optimal. As computational hardware improves, the time 
required for path planning will decrease. 
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The equations used for determining the flight mechanics and the PSO problem 
formulation used allow the flight mechanics equations to be tailored to any type of 
aerial vehicle. All aircraft have certain static characteristics that can be used by the 
new path planner equations to generate the flight mechanics results. The new PSO 
Path Planner can be tailored to any aircraft by setting the weight, load factor, velocity 
range, and maximum altitude. This allows the path planner to be highly adaptable for 
many types of aircraft. 
The single greatest benefit from the addition of flight mechanics to the path planning 
problem formulation is the reliability of returning feasible paths. The increase in total 
cost for the paths indicates the new path planner is returning more constrained paths 
due to flight mechanics. Increases in total cost across all three path types indicate 
the new path planner is returning feasible paths. Reconnaissance appears to be the 
most affected by the introduction of flight mechanics. This is due to the original path 
planner allowing sharp turns back towards areas of interest, where the new path 
planner requires smoother transitions. 
The modifications made to the original path planner have shown the ability to 
achieve the goal of returning feasible flights. Just as important is the ability to 
calculate all the flight mechanics information in an online path planner. The 
implementation of flight mechanics in this path planner is still close to real time.  
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Flight Path Visualization 
Switching visualization of the flight paths from a waypoint based system to a B-
spline representation is no small change. The original PSO Path Planner utilized 
traditional b-spline curves for the analysis and used control points as waypoints. The 
new PSO Path Planner with flight mechanics incorporates universal interpolation to 
create flight paths traveling through the specified waypoints. This technique creates 
a more accurate representation of the flight path for both analysis and visualization. 
Using b-splines to represent the flight path allows for a more accurate representation 
of the flight path to the operator. Waypoints require operators to mentally construct 
the flight path in their mind to determine how the aircraft would make turns. B-splines 
allow the representation of the turns through corresponding waypoints. This 
approach ideally will require the operator to spend less time mentally reconstructing 
the flight path. 
The challenge is determining whether representing the flight paths using b-splines is 
more effective than the waypoint method. Curve representations are more 
information for the operator to process compared to linear paths. Flight paths are 
commonly visualized using waypoints. Proving the benefits of b-spline 
representation becomes a priority to confirm the hypothesis posed here.  
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Future Work 
There are many areas of work that can be explored to further improve the PSO Path 
Planner. One issue is to explore the use of more complex flight dynamics. This work 
uses basic flight mechanics for a flight model. While these equations give an 
accurate representation of the flight characteristics, it would be interesting to explore 
how flight dynamics equations would impact the results. 
A second issue is the presence of flight mechanics cost in some of the path planner 
results. It may be possible to increase the cost associated with violating the flight 
mechanics cost to eliminate any infeasible sections of paths. Increasing the 
complexity of the flight characteristics is also a possible solution. This would 
increase the computational time but would possibly increase the reliability of the 
results. 
A third issue that could be investigated is the parallel processing of the PSO Path 
Planner. The Virtual Battlespace path planner runs PSO on a single thread. PSO is a 
process that lends itself well to parallelization due to the repetitive nature of the 
calculations over a large population. Running PSO on separate threads or utilizing 
the GPU for calculations would be an interesting avenue to pursue. 
A four issue that could be addressed is inherent in the nature of PSO itself. During 
this research it was observed that the implementation of PSO with digital 
pheromones used might not provide the ideal functionality. This application is 
attempting to find fifteen unique solutions to a multi-modal problem. PSO is returning 
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paths that are in the same local minimum causing the path planner to find paths that 
are similar in location and shape. Running multiple runs of PSO for each of the 
desired fifteen paths would provide a larger selection of varied paths. This type of 
implementation would functionally provide results closer to the desired. 
A fifth issue is the visualization of flight paths. This paper concluded that visualizing 
the flight paths using b-splines is a more accurate representation and saves the 
operator time. A user study should be conducted to determine if b-spline 
representations are the most effective method of visualization.
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